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Abstract We investigate planetary period oscillations (PPOs) in Saturn’s magnetosphere using Cassini
magnetic ﬁeld and Saturn kilometric radiation (SKR) data over the interval from late 2012 to the end of
2015, beginning ~3 years after vernal equinox and ending ~1.5 years before northern solstice. Previous
studies have shown that the northern and southern PPO periods converged across equinox from southern
summer values ~10.8 h for the southern system and ~10.6 h for the northern system and near coalesced
~1 year after equinox, before separating again with the southern period ~10.69 h remaining longer than the
northern ~10.64 h. We show that these conditions ended in mid-2013 when the two periods coalesced at
~10.66 h and remained so until mid-2014, increasing together to longer periods ~10.70 h. During coalescence
the two systems were locked near magnetic antiphase with SKR modulations in phase, a condition in which
the effects of the generating rotating twin vortex ﬂows in the two ionospheres reinforce each other via
hemisphere-to-hemisphere coupling. The magnetic-SKR relative phasing indicates the dominance of
postdawn SKR sources in both hemispheres, as was generally the case during the study interval. In mid-2014
the two periods separated again, the northern increasing to ~10.78 h by the end of 2015, similar to the
southern period during southern summer, while the southern period remained ﬁxed near ~10.70 h, well
above the northern period during southern summer. Despite this difference, this behavior resulted in the ﬁrst
enduring reversal of the two periods, northern longer than southern, during the Cassini era.
1. Introduction
A unique feature of Saturn’s magnetosphere is the ubiquitous modulations observed throughout the system
near the ~10.6 h planetary rotation period, despite the close axisymmetry of the internal planetary magnetic
ﬁeld [Burton et al., 2010]. These “planetary period oscillations” (PPOs) were ﬁrst observed in auroral Saturn
kilometric radiation (SKR) emissions by the Voyager spacecraft during approach to the planet [Warwick
et al., 1981, 1982; Desch and Kaiser, 1981], and subsequently in magnetospheric energetic particle and mag-
netic ﬁeld data, as well as in ultraviolet auroral emissions [Carbary and Krimigis, 1982; Sandel and Broadfoot,
1981; Sandel et al., 1982; Espinosa and Dougherty, 2000]. It was later discovered in SKR emissions observed
remotely from the planet by the Ulysses spacecraft that the period of the modulations varies by up to ~1%
over few year intervals [Galopeau and Lecacheux, 2000], much too fast a rate to be associated directly with
the rotation of the planet. A principal ﬁnding of the Cassini mission has been that two distinct periods
are generally present, one associated with the Northern Hemisphere and the other with the southern
[Kurth et al., 2008; Gurnett et al., 2009a; Andrews et al., 2010b; Southwood, 2011; Cowley et al., 2016].
Cassini observations have also shown that the modulations in the magnetic ﬁeld, SKR, and auroral hiss
emissions are fundamentally rotational in nature, rotating around the planet’s axis in the sense of planetary
rotation at the northern and southern PPO periods [Cowley et al., 2006; Southwood and Kivelson, 2007;
Andrews et al., 2008, 2010a, 2011; Gurnett et al., 2009b; Lamy, 2011; Lamy et al., 2013].
A principal characteristic property of the PPOs is evidently their rotation period, which has been monitored
near continuously during the Cassini mission using observations of both magnetic ﬁeld oscillations and
SKR modulations, whose signiﬁcant variations are updated in this paper to the end of 2015. In Figure 1 we
show the form of the two magnetic PPO systems, where the blue arrowed lines and symbols show the
perturbation magnetic ﬁelds, the green arrowed lines and symbols the associated current systems, and the
black arrowed lines the background magnetic ﬁeld, to a ﬁrst approximation axisymmetric about the vertical
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spin/magnetic axis of the planet [Southwood and Kivelson, 2007; Andrews et al., 2008, 2010a, 2010b, 2012;
Provan et al., 2009, 2011; Southwood and Cowley, 2014; Hunt et al., 2014, 2015]. Figures 1a and 1b correspond
to the northern system and Figures 1c and 1d to the southern system, shown in two orthogonalmeridians that
best display the current systems and the perturbation ﬁelds, respectively. Figures 1b and 1d correspond to
Figures 1a and1c, respectively, as viewed from the left. Theprimary currents ﬂowalongﬁeld lines into the iono-
sphere on one side of the planet and out on the other, closing bothwithin the body of themagnetosphere and
in the two ionospheres (Figures 1a and 1c). These currents produce perturbation ﬁelds that are quasi-uniform
within the equatorial region, and close in quasi-dipolar ﬁelds transverse to the spin/magnetic axis over each
corresponding pole. With increasing time each system rotates about the planetary axis with its corresponding
PPO rotation period, near that of the planetary rotation period. The perturbation ﬁelds in the equatorial region
thus consist of the vector sum of the perturbations due to the two systems, which show interference effects at
the beat period of the two oscillations that become pronouncedwhen the amplitudes of two systems are near
equal [Provan et al., 2011, 2013; Andrews et al., 2012; Cowley et al., 2015]. The perturbations in each polar region,
however, display only the single periods of their corresponding system, to within a ~10% limit by amplitude
[Andrews et al., 2012;Hunt et al., 2015]. The twoPPOperiods can then bederived fromorbit-to-orbit determina-
tions of the oscillation phase of the three ﬁeld components on few day periapsis passes through the “core”
region of themagnetosphere (dipole L ≤ 12) on near-equatorial orbits, or on open ﬁeld lines over the two polar
regions on highly inclined orbits, as will be described further in section 2.
With regard to the radio observations, SKR is mainly generated in the extraordinary mode by the cyclotron
maser instability of auroral electrons accelerated in regions of upward directed ﬁeld-aligned current [Lamy
et al., 2010, 2011; Mutel et al., 2010]. PPO-related modulations of the emission in the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres are thus thought to be due to related modulations of the auroral ﬁeld-aligned
currents by the rotating PPO current systems illustrated in Figure 1 [Hunt et al., 2014, 2015]. SKR is beamed
along a thin hollow cone at large angles from the magnetic ﬁeld direction from its sources on auroral ﬁeld
lines, with the northern sources illuminating the region to ~20° south and the southern sources the region
to ~20° north, such that both can be observed within ~20° latitude either side of the equator, outside of a
shadow zone extending to ~4 RS in the equatorial plane [Lamy et al., 2008a, 2008b, 2009; Cecconi et al.,
Figure 1. Sketches showing the electric currents and perturbation magnetic ﬁelds of the PPO phenomenon in Saturn’s
magnetosphere. Green arrowed lines and symbols indicate electric currents, blue arrowed lines and symbols indicate
the associated perturbation magnetic ﬁelds, while black arrowed lines show the background magnetospheric magnetic
ﬁeld. Circled dots and crosses show vectors pointing out of and into the plane of the ﬁgure, respectively. (a and b) The
northern PPO system, and (c and d) the southern PPO system. Figures 1a and 1c show the ΨN,S = 90° 270° meridian
planes as indicated, while Figures 1b and 1d show theΨN,S = 0° 180°meridian planes, corresponding to Figures 1a and 1c
viewed from the left. (Adapted from Cowley and Provan [2015].)
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2009; Kimura et al., 2013]. (RS is Saturn’s 1 bar equatorial radius, equal to 60,268 km.) Northern and southern
emissions can be distinguished in this region by their state of circular polarization, right hand (RH) from the
Northern Hemisphere and left hand (LH) from the southern as measured both remotely [Kaiser et al., 1984;
Lamy et al., 2008a; Fischer et al., 2009] and in situ [Lamy et al., 2010, 2011; Menietti et al., 2011]. For near-
equatorial observations outside the shadow zone, observable sources are also restricted by the conical
beaming to two narrow bands of local time (LT) located ~4 h LT either side of the observing point [Lamy
et al., 2008b, 2009; Cecconi et al., 2009]. SKR source strength also varies signiﬁcantly with LT, being strongest
in the midmorning sector peaking at ~8 h LT and weakest at approximately opposite LTs in the postdusk
sector [Lamy et al., 2009]. This, combined with the restricted viewing in LT at any particular observation
point, leads to strobe-like SKR modulations being observed throughout the near-equatorial dawn sector
from postmidnight to noon, despite the fundamentally rotational nature of the SKR modulations
[Andrews et al., 2011; Lamy, 2011; Lamy et al., 2013]. PPO periods are determined by spectral analysis of
the modulated SKR power, which by virtue of their directly related physical origin are in principle expected
to be essentially identical to those determined from analysis of magnetic ﬁeld data.
Closely similar periods, typically to within ~20 s, have indeed been derived from magnetic ﬁeld and SKR data
during the initial phase of the Cassini mission in 2004–2008 under postsolstice southern summer conditions,
when the two periods were found to be separated by ~12–14min, ~10.6 h for the northern system, and
~10.8 h for the southern [Gurnett et al., 2009a, 2011; Andrews et al., 2010b, 2011, 2012; Lamy, 2011].
However, in late 2008 the two periods began to move slowly toward a common value, reaching ~10.65 h
for the northern system and ~10.75 h for the southern system by the time of vernal equinox in August
2009. The postequinox behavior has beenmore difﬁcult to discern and consequently the subject of some dis-
cussion. Gurnett et al. [2010, 2011] suggested on the basis of SKR measurements that the slow convergence in
periods continued across vernal equinox, leading to near coalescence of the periods in early 2010, 7months
after equinox, and to subsequent reversal. The latter suggestion was supported by analysis of earlier Ulysses
SKR data which appeared to show a similar convergence and a clear reversal over the interval between 1994
and 2000 spanning the previous spring equinox in late 1995. The interpretation of the Ulysses data is subject
to some uncertainty, however, because the hemisphere of SKR emission was not determined by polarization
measurements. Analysis of polarization-separated Cassini SKR data by Lamy [2011] also indicates a near coa-
lescence in northern and southern SKR periods in early to mid-2010. Cassini magnetic ﬁeld measurements,
however, indicate that the two slowly converging periods approached a near-common value of ~10.68 h
approximately 1 year after equinox but then separated again by ~3min with the northern period ~10.64 h
remaining shorter than the southern ~10.69 h [Andrews et al., 2012; Provan et al., 2013]. Similar conditions
of small ~2–4min period separations, southern longer than northern, were then maintained over the follow-
ing ~3 year interval until mid-2013 but were characterized by abrupt transitions in the relative amplitude of
the northern and southern oscillations at intervals of ~100–200 days, combined with small changes in the
periods [Provan et al., 2013, 2014]. While the northern oscillations were found to be weaker than the southern
by a factor of ~2.5 in the pre-equinox southern summer data [Provan et al., 2011; Andrews et al., 2012] and
grew in amplitude to become near equal to the southern during the transequinox interval of slowly conver-
ging periods [Andrews et al., 2012; Provan et al., 2013], the subsequent transitions during the postequinox
interval of smaller period separations saw the abrupt reemergence of southern dominance by a factor of
~3, followed by northern dominance with no evidence of southern oscillations being present, and then inter-
vals of weaker northern and southern dominance [Provan et al., 2013, 2014]. Corresponding analyses of SKR
data over this interval have also shown a good measure of agreement [Provan et al., 2014; Fischer et al., 2014;
Cowley and Provan, 2015]. Overall, these SKR and magnetic ﬁeld results indicate that while the two PPO
periods came close to coalescence in the immediate postequinox interval in 2010 and may even have
undergone short intervals of weak period reversal as suggested by both polarization-separated SKR data
[Lamy, 2011] and magnetic ﬁeld data [Cowley and Provan, 2015], a clear reversal to well-separated periods
similar to that suggested by the Ulysses data following the previous spring equinox did not take place during
the interval to at least ~4 years following vernal equinox in mid-2009.
We note, however, that Fischer et al. [2015] have presented a somewhat contrary view based on polarization-
separated SKR data in which the northern and southern periods reversed sense directly after vernal equinox
for an interval of ~8months, approximately north for south and vice versa, subsequently displaying intermit-
tent intervals of coalesced periods. Cowley and Provan [2016] have argued that these discrepancies arise
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largely frommisinterpretation of the polarization-separated SKR data that can sometimes remain dual modu-
lated at both northern and southern periods, as shown in the prior study by Lamy [2011]. The precise origin of
this dual modulation remains at present unclear, however, though we note that dual modulation of the ﬁeld-
aligned currents has previously been demonstrated in high-latitude magnetic ﬁeld data by Hunt et al. [2015].
In this paper we examinemagnetic ﬁeld and SKR data spanning the ~3 year interval from late 2012 to the end
of 2015, thus beginning ~3 years after vernal equinox and ending ~1.5 years before northern solstice in mid-
2017, which interfaces and modestly overlaps with the related study by Provan et al. [2014]. We show that
following the ~3 year postequinox interval between mid-2010 and mid-2013 in which the periods were
closely spaced but with the southern period remaining longer than the northern, as outlined above, the
two periods near coalesced at an intermediate value over a ~1 year interval until mid-2014 and then
enduringly reversed, northern longer than southern, for the ﬁrst time during the Cassini era.
2. PPO Properties From Magnetic Field Data
2.1. Magnetic Data Analysis Procedures
The methodology employed to derive the phases of the northern and southern PPO oscillations from Cassini
magnetic ﬁeld data has been discussed at length by Andrews et al. [2012] and Provan et al. [2013, 2014], such
that only a brief outline will be presented here. Position with respect to the northern and southern PPO sys-
tems is deﬁned by the azimuthal parameters ΨN and ΨS, respectively, shown in Figure 1, where both are
deﬁned to be zero (modulo 360°) on the meridians where their respective equatorial quasi-uniform ﬁelds
point radially outward from the planet (the right-hand side of Figures 1b and 1d), and to increase clockwise
around the planet as viewed from the north, such that their values increase with time at a ﬁxed point as the
systems rotate. Consideration of the perturbation ﬁelds expressed in spherical polar components referenced
to the planet’s northern spin/magnetic axis, as employed throughout this paper, shows that in the equatorial
region the radial (r) components of the two systems vary as ~ cosΨN,S, while those of the two azimuthal (φ)
ﬁelds vary as ~ sinΨN,S in lagging quadrature with r, the signature of a quasi-uniform ﬁeld. The colatitudinal
(θ) ﬁeld components, however, vary as ~ cosΨN for the northern system, in antiphase with r, and as
~ cosΨS for the southern system, in phase with r. Thus, at points in the beat cycle when the two systems
are in phase, ΨN=ΨS modulo 360°, the r and φ components of the two systems add while the θ components
subtract, and vice versa when the two systems are in antiphase,ΨN=ΨS± 180°modulo 360°. In the two polar
regions the phases of the r and θ components remain the same as for the corresponding equatorial pertur-
bations, while the φ component reverses sign across the main PPO-related ﬁeld-aligned current sheets to
vary as ~ sinΨN,S in leading quadrature with r, the signature of a transverse quasi-dipolar ﬁeld. As shown
in Figures 1a and 1c, the directions of the main ﬁeld-aligned currents are directed from north to south along
the ﬁeld at ΨN,S= 90°, upward with respect to the northern ionosphere and downward with respect to the
southern, and from south to north along the ﬁeld atΨN,S=270°, downward with respect to the northern iono-
sphere and upward with respect to the southern, as demonstrated directly by Hunt et al. [2014, 2015] from
analysis of high-latitude ﬁeld data.
The orientation of each system with respect to the Sun at any time t is then given by the empirically
determined phase functions ΦN,S(t), which deﬁne the azimuth relative to noon in which the quasi-uniform
equatorial ﬁeld of each system points radially outward at that time, i.e., the azimuth relative to noon of the
ΨN,S= 0° (modulo 360°) meridians. The relationship between the two azimuthal functions is then given by
ΨN;S φ; tð Þ ¼ ΦN;S tð Þ  φ; (1)
where φ is azimuth with respect to noon, increasing around the planet in the sense of planetary rotation. The
rotation period of the system is then
τN;S ¼ 360dΦN;S
dt
  ; (2)
where the phases ΦN,S(t) are expressed in degrees.
To determine phases ΦN,S(t) from the magnetic ﬁeld data, we select few day intervals of data on each
spacecraft revolution (Rev) that correspond either to the quasi-dipolar core region of the magnetosphere
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(dipole L ≤ 12) on the periapsis passes of near-equatorial orbits, or to the northern and southern “polar void”
regions observed on highly inclined orbits [e.g., Andrews et al., 2010b; Jinks et al., 2014]. These data are band
pass ﬁltered between periods of 5 and 20 h to extract the PPO-related signals, corresponding to the com-
bined quasi-uniform ﬁelds of the northern and southern systems for near-equatorial data and to the separate
quasi-dipolar perturbations of the northern and southern systems for polar data. In some instances on highly
inclined orbits when periapsis passage through the equatorial region is at sufﬁciently small radial distance,
~10 RS or less, it is also possible to observe the near-equatorial perturbation ﬁeld typically over some fraction
of a PPO cycle [Andrews et al., 2010b, 2012; Provan et al., 2014]. While the near-equatorial variations observed
in the r and θ components on such passes are dominated by spatial effects associated with the ring current,
PPO-related perturbations can be retrieved from unﬁltered azimuthal ﬁeld data to which neither the
planetary ﬁeld nor the near-axisymmetric inner ring current contribute. Both ﬁltered polar and ﬁltered and
unﬁltered equatorial data are employed in this study, some representative examples of which are shown
in Appendix A, obtained during various of the mission intervals to be outlined in section 2.2.
The selected data, processed as above, are least squares ﬁtted to the rotating function:
Bi φ; r; tð Þ ¼ B0icos Φg r; tð Þ  φ ψi
 
; (3)
where φ is again azimuth measured from noon, andΦg is a “guide phase” function taken for simplicity to cor-
respond to a ﬁxed rotation period τg close to that of the oscillations. Speciﬁcally, within the core magneto-
sphere we take
Φg ¼ 360 tτg deg; (4a)
where t is time since 00UT on 1 January 2004, while for radial distances r beyond 12 RS on open ﬁeld lines we
also include a term that takes account of the ﬁnite radial downtail propagation speed:
Φg ¼ 360 tτg  G r  12 RSð Þ deg; (4b)
where phase gradient G ¼ 3 deg R1S is based on the results of Arridge et al. [2011] and Provan et al. [2012].
The outputs of the ﬁtting procedure are the amplitude of the oscillations B0i and the relative phase ψi for (in
general) each of the three ﬁeld components i, corresponding to r, θ, and φ (see examples in Appendix A).
Uncertainties in the relative phases are estimated to be typically ±10° [e.g., Andrews et al., 2012]. The Rev-
to-Rev relative phase measurements ψi are then used to construct an overall model of the northern and
southern PPO phases ΦN,S(t), as discussed in section 2.3, from which the periods follow from equation (2).
2.2. Cassini Orbital Parameters
The nature of the magnetic phase data obtained, whether dual-modulated equatorial or single-modulated
polar, clearly depends on the spacecraft orbit. In Figure 2 we overview the main orbital parameters over
the ~3 year study interval, together with some seasonal data. The interval comprises t=3199 4383 days
as shown at the bottom of the ﬁgure, where t=0 again corresponds to 00UT on 1 January 2004, thus span-
ning from 4 October 2012 to 31 December 2015 inclusive. It includes data from Cassini Revs 173 to 229, as
indicated at the top of the plot, where Rev numbers, deﬁned from apoapsis to apoapsis, are indicated at
the times of periapsis. Year boundaries are also indicated in red. The interval interfaces andmodestly overlaps
with that of the prior related study by Provan et al. [2014], who analyzed data from the interval
t=1827 3510 days corresponding to 1 January 2009 to 10 August 2013 inclusive, employing data from
Cassini Revs 99 to 195.
Figure 2a ﬁrst shows the latitude of the Sun at Saturn, varying between ~13° and ~21° over the interval, which
began~3.2 years after vernal equinox inmid-August 2009andended~1.4 years before northern solstice in late
May 2017, when the solar latitudewill reach itsmaximumvalue of ~27°. The polar auroral regions, extending to
~16° colatitude in theNorthernHemisphere and~18° in the southern, are thuspredominantly in sunlight in the
Northern Hemisphere and in darkness in the Southern Hemisphere during the interval, essentially the reverse
of the postsouthern solstice situation at the start of the Cassini orbital mission in 2004/2005.
Figure 2b shows the latitude range on each Rev, plotted at the time of periapsis, together with the latitudes of
periapsis (blue circles) and apoapsis (red circles). The orbit was highly inclined at the start of the interval, with
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apoapsis initially in the Southern Hemisphere, then moving into the Northern Hemisphere near the end of
2013. Near the beginning of 2015, however, the orbit became closely equatorial and remained so to the
end of the interval. The magnetic data thus mainly correspond to individual north and south phase measure-
ments from ﬁltered north and south polar data from near the start of the interval to near the start of 2015 and
to the phases of dual-modulated equatorial oscillations from ﬁltered equatorial data during the remainder of
the interval (starting at Rev 211). Figure 2c shows the radial range on each Rev on a log scale, also plotted at
the time of periapsis. It can be seen that periapsis was at a radial distance of ~10 RS or less on the initial set of
inclined orbits from the start of the interval to mid-2013, thus also allowing phase determinations from rela-
tively brief near-equatorial segments of unﬁltered azimuthal ﬁeld data (to Rev 194). Periapsis then moved to
Figure 2. Plot showing seasonal and Cassini orbital parameters over the ~3 year interval of the study spanning
t = 3199 4383 days, where t = 0 corresponds to 00 UT on 1 January 2004 (4 October 2012 to 31 December 2015 inclu-
sive). Year markers are shown in red at the top of the plot, together with Cassini Rev numbers deﬁned from apoapsis to
apoapsis, plotted at periapsis, and numbered every ﬁve Revs. (a) The planetocentric latitude of the Sun at Saturn (degree),
corresponding to northern spring conditions. (b) The vertical bars in Figure 2 show the latitude range on each Rev (degree),
plottedat the timeof periapsis, with theblue circle corresponding to the latitudeof periapsis, and the red circle to the latitude
of apoapsis. (c) The radial range on each Rev on a log scale (RS), also plotted at the time of periapsis. (d) The LT (hour) of
apoapsis (red circles) plotted at the time of apoapsis, and the LT of periapsis (blue circles) plotted at the time of periapsis.
(e) The orbital period of each Rev (days) plotted at the time of periapsis.
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larger radial distances for the remainder of the inclined orbits, allowing only polar phases to be determined,
before returning to smaller values ~5 RS as the orbit returned to the equatorial plane. In Appendix A we
exemplify the magnetic ﬁeld data and ﬁts to equation (3) for each of these three regimes of spacecraft orbit.
Figure 2d shows the LT of both periapsis (blue circles) and apoapsis (red circles), relevant to the LT of the coni-
cally beamed SKR sources visible to the spacecraft, as discussed in section 1. Apoapsis was initially located in
the dusk to postnoon sector but then moved near the end of 2013 into the midnight to dawn sector for the
remainder of the interval. SKR emissions observed on the near-equatorial orbits later in the interval are thus
expected to be dominated by the mid-morning sources near ~8 h LT that give rise to strobe-like PPO modu-
lations throughout the postmidnight to noon sector. If the observed SKR maxima on these Revs correspond
to times when the upward ﬁeld-aligned currents in Figure 1 are centered on these dominant sources, as
expected, then northern SKR maxima should occur when the quasi-uniform ﬁeld of the northern system
points radially outward postnoon, i.e., when the northern magnetic phase has values around ΦN≈ 30°
(modulo 360°) corresponding to ~14 h LT, while southern SKR maxima should occur when the quasi-uniform
ﬁeld of the southern system points radially outward postmidnight, i.e., when the southern magnetic phase
has values around ΦS≈ 210° (modulo 360°), corresponding to ~2 h LT.
Figure 2e also shows the spacecraft orbital period, relevant to the cadence of the Rev-to-Rev magnetic phase
measurements, and hence to the issue of aliasing of the PPO periods derived from them, discussed in
section 2.3 and Appendix B. Periods are as short as ~10 days early in the interval, lengthen to ~30–40 days
midinterval, and fall again to ~15 days toward the end of the interval.
2.3. Derivation of Magnetic Field Phases and Periods
Figures 3a and 3c show the northern and southern ﬁtted phases ψi (equation (3)), respectively, relative to a
guide phase with a ﬁxed period of 10.70 h (equations (4a) and (4b)). Two cycles of phase are shown on the
vertical axis in each plot to aid visualization of data continuity, with each data point being plotted twice.
Red, green, and blue circles correspond to the phases of the r, θ, and φ ﬁeld components, respectively, with
the open circles corresponding to polar data and the solid circles to equatorial data. The polar data
correspond to the individual hemispheres concerned, northern in Figure 3a and southern in Figure 3c,
while the same equatorial measurements are shown in both plots, transformed into “N-format” in
Figure 3a and “S-format” in Figure 3c, as outlined below. Phases are not displayed in cases where the ﬁt
to equation (3) is poor, such that the RMS deviation of the data from the best ﬁt model is signiﬁcantly larger
than the amplitude, and where the measured amplitude is very small such that the phase becomes unreli-
able, typically an issue for polar data with measured amplitudes less than ~0.05 nT (see, e.g., Appendix A).
In Figures 3a and 3c the phases of the r component oscillations are shown as measured in all cases, while the
phases of the θ and φ components have been transformed into either N-format (Figure 3a) or S-format
(Figure 3c). In N-format the phases of the θ and φ components are transformed such that they would have
the same value as the r component for a pure northern oscillation according to the discussion of Figure 1 in
section 2.1, while in S-format they are similarly transformed such that they would have the same phase as the
r component for a pure southern oscillation. That is to say, in N-format the θ component phase is shifted by
180° since it is in antiphase with r for the northern system (Figure 1b), while in S-format the θ phase is shown
as measured since it is in phase with r for the southern system (Figure 1d). On the same basis the phase of the
φ component is shifted by +90° for all polar data, since in the polar region it is in leading quadrature with r in
both polar regions, and by 90° for all equatorial data, since in the equatorial region it is in lagging quadra-
ture with r for both systems (Figures 1a and 1c). Given the validity of these phase relationships, for polar data
these transformations should bring the phases of all three ﬁeld components for each Rev into equality within
measurement errors, corresponding to the phase of the r component. For the combined oscillations present
in the equatorial data, the transformed phases cluster about the northern r component phase in N-format
and about the southern r component phase in S-format, as shown by Andrews et al. [2012] and Provan
et al. [2013]. This allows both phases to be determined provided that one oscillation is not too weak relative
to the other. Given typical ~10° uncertainties in the individual phase determinations, a typical limit is that the
amplitude of one oscillation should not be less than ~20% of that of the other [Provan et al., 2013]. If this
condition is not met, the phase modulation due to the weaker signal cannot be discerned within the
uncertainties in the data, and only the phase of the stronger oscillation can then be determined.
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Continuous ﬁts to the N- and S-format relative phase data, ψN,S(t), then yield the northern and southern
magnetic phases in equation (1) as
ΦN;S tð Þ ¼ Φg tð Þ  ψN;S tð Þ ¼
360 t
τg
 ψN;S tð Þ; (5)
where the second expression on the right-hand side corresponds to a guide phase of ﬁxed period τg.
Differing guide phases could in general be employed for N- and S-format data, as, e.g., in Andrews et al.
[2012], though here we have used a guide phase of ﬁxed period 10.70 h throughout. To determine the phase
functions ψN,S(t), we have used directional statistics methods [Mardia and Jupp, 2000] to make piecewise
linear ﬁts to the N- and S-format phases, similar to Andrews et al. [2012] for the pre- and near-equinox data.
Speciﬁcally, we have ﬁtted
ψ′ tð Þ ¼ α t þ β (6)
Figure 3. Plot showing measured and modeled magnetic PPO phases and periods over the same ~3 year study interval as
in Figure 2. Year markers and Rev numbers are shown at the top of the plot in the same format as Figure 2. (a) Magnetic ﬁeld
phases (degree) in N-format (see text) relative to a guide phase of 10.70 h period (equations (4a) and (4b)), where open
circles correspond to northern polar data and ﬁlled circles to equatorial core region data. Two cycles of phase are shown on
the vertical axis with each data point being plotted twice. Red, green, and blue open and ﬁlled circles correspond to the r, θ,
and φ spherical polar ﬁeld components, respectively, referenced to the northern spin andmagnetic axis. Blue squares joined
by straight lines show the northern PPOphasemodel relative to the guide phase, obtained from5 Rev (or occasionally 3 Rev)
linear ﬁts to these data using directional statistics methods (section 2.3). (b) The ﬁt variances (equation (7)) for modulation
periods between 10.5 and 10.9 h, gray scaled as shown on the right. The blue solid line traces a near-continuous variance
minimum, generally a globalminimumwithin the range, but sometimes a localminimumasdiscussed in the text, taken to be
thenorthernPPOperiod. The centerphaseof eachﬁt corresponds to theblue squares shown inFigure3a. Theblue squares in
Figure3b show theperiodsdetermined fromthe straight line segments joining themodelphasevalues (squares) in Figure3a,
shown at the center of each segment. (c) Similar to Figure 3a and showsmagnetic ﬁeld phases (degree) in S-format (see text)
relative to the same guide phase corresponding to a 10.70 h period, where open circles correspond to southern polar data
and ﬁlled circles to equatorial core region data. The southern PPO phasemodel (degree) relative to the guide phase derived
from5 Rev (or occasionally 3 Rev) ﬁts is shownby the red squares joinedby red lines. (d) Similar to Figure 3b and shows the ﬁt
variances for modulation periods between 10.5 and 10.9 h, also gray scaled according to the scale on the right. The red solid
linemarkinganear-continuous varianceminimum is taken tobe the southernperiod,while the red squares show theperiods
obtained from the straight-line segments joining the phase values shown by the red squares in Figure 3c.
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to running sets of phase data taken 5 Revs at a time (thus consisting of ~15 independent phase measure-
ments), at steps of one Rev. Such a choice of data interval, rather than a ﬁxed interval of time, for example,
has the advantage that the resolution of the resulting period determinations is keyed to the cadence of
the available phase data, which depends on the variable spacecraft orbital period (Figure 2e). Investigation
of the use of differing numbers of Revs showed that 5 Rev tranches represents a good compromise between
smoothed outputs from longer tranches and noisier outputs from shorter tranches. Occasionally, however,
we have also employed 3 Rev ﬁts at times when the phase slope (period) changes rapidly with time, to avoid
inappropriate ﬁts over the longer 5 Rev interval.
The ﬁtting proceeds by determining the best ﬁt constant β for each of a sequence of phase slopes α, and
determining which slope gives the best ﬁt overall with the minimum value of variance V given by
V ¼ 1
N
XN
n¼1
1 cos ψn  ψ′ tnð Þ
  
; (7)
where ψn are the N transformed phases at center times tn that are included in the ﬁt. The value of V is zero for
a perfect ﬁt and approaches unity when for every value of ψnψ′(tn) in the data set there is another value
that differs by 180°. Phase slope α (in degrees per unit time) corresponds to oscillation period
τ ¼ τg
1 ατg360
  ; (8)
where τg is the guide period (equations (4a) and (4b)). We note that during the earlier interval up to mid-2013
when phases from both polar and unﬁltered φ component equatorial data are available, only the polar data
have been employed in the ﬁts shown here. The equatorial data from this interval are employed in section 2.5
to determine the relative amplitude of the two oscillations.
Here we have explored α values corresponding to periods between 10.5 and 10.9 h, at steps of 0.001 h, with
results shown for the N-format data in Figure 3b and for the S-format data in Figure 3d. The gray coded bars
in these ﬁgures centered near the periapsis of each Rev show the variance V of each ﬁt over this range of
periods, coded according to the scale on the right. The north and south periods are then, in general, taken
to correspond to the period with minimum variance, forming a near-continuous data sequence. As found
previously by Andrews et al. [2012], however, multiple minima are often present, which can occasionally form
a transitory overall minimum variance at a period far from preceding or following values. Particularly notable,
for example, are the subsidiary minima between ~3600 and ~3800 days that lie with approximately equal
displacements on either side of the central near-continuous sequence of minima in both Figures 3b and
3d. It is shown in the Appendix B that these are due to aliasing resulting from the inescapable modulo
360° ambiguity in the phase difference between Revs, which produces subsidiary minima displaced on either
side of the true period by an amount depending inversely on the orbital period of the spacecraft (Figure 2e).
In these cases we have constrained the period (α value in equations (6) and (8)) to correspond to a secondary
variance minimum closest to the ongoing values.
The periods so obtained are shown by the blue solid line for the northern period in Figure 3b and by the red
solid line for the southern period in Figure 3d. The center phases of each of these ﬁts, timed near the periapsis
of the center Rev of each of the 5 Rev (or 3 Rev) ﬁts, are shown by the blue squares for the northern phase in
Figure 3a and by the red squares for the southern phase in Figure 3c. These phase points have then been
joined by linear segments to deﬁne the northern and southern model phases versus time, relative to the
10.70 h guide phase. It can be seen that these models generally provide excellent overall ﬁts to the N- and
S-format phase measurements, respectively. No values for the southern phase are shown beyond ~4250 days
(late August 2015), however, since a continuous minimum in the southern variance values cannot be
discerned after this time, corresponding to the lack of clear banding in the S-format phase values evident in
Figure 3c. As discussed above, this indicates that the southern amplitude had fallen to less than ~20% of the
northern amplitude in the core region equatorial data after this time.
While the solid lines in Figures 3b and 3d thus show the periods derived from individual 5 Rev (or 3 Rev) data
ﬁts as just outlined, these values are not generally exactly the same as the periods that may be derived direct
from the phase model and equation (2), given by the slopes of the lines joining the phase model data points
(squares) in Figures 3a and 3c. To investigate the level of the differences, we have computed the periods
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corresponding to these piecewise linear phase slopes and have plotted these values as blue squares in
Figure 3b for the northern period and as red squares in Figure 3d for the southern period. In general, these
periods lie very close to the blue and red solid lines in these two ﬁgures, such that either approach to the
period, from direct ﬁts to the phase data or from differentiation of the phase model, gives very similar results,
typically to within ~0.003–0.007 h (~10–25 s), comparable to the ﬁt uncertainties discussed below. However,
scattered larger discrepancies of ~0.01–0.025 h (~40–90 s) occur for the northern period in the ﬁrst half of
2013. This is likely due to the relatively short intervals of northern polar data available on these Revs resulting
from the southern tilt of apoapsis (Figure 2b), which leads to enhanced uncertainties in the northern phase
data at that time.
The uncertainties in the phases and periods in Figure 3 can be estimated from the variance V of the ﬁts.
Assuming that the phase deviations from the best linear ﬁts are modest, as is generally the case, the cosine
in equation (7) can be expanded to give
V≈
1
2N
XN
n¼1
ψn  ψ′ tnð Þ
 2
; (9)
so that the RMS deviation of the phase values from the ﬁtted line is given (in radians) by
δψrms≈
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2V
p
: (10)
For the northern data the minimum variance values in Figures 3b lie typically in the range ~0.05–0.2, such
that the RMS deviation of the phase values, representing a measure of the phase uncertainties, is typically
~20°–35°. Similar values also pertain to the southern data in Figure 3d during the initial interval where the
phases are determined from single-period polar data. Due to the weakness of the southern oscillations
relative to the northern in the dual-modulated equatorial data after ~4000 days (see section 2.5), however,
the minimum variance of the S-format ﬁts increases typically to ~0.5, indicating larger phase uncertainties
of ~60°. Beyond ~4250 days the minimum variances increase further toward unity, such that the southern
phase then becomes indeterminate as indicated above.
Under the same condition as employed in equation (9), the uncertainty in the period can also be estimated as
δτ≈
τ2
πT
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6V
N
r
; (11)
where τ is the period, T the length of the data interval corresponding to the ﬁt, V the variance of the ﬁt, and N
the number of data points [Cowley and Provan, 2016]. This yields typical uncertainties in both periods of
~0.003–0.005 h (~10–20 s) over most of the interval, though rising for the southern period to ~0.0075 h
(~30 s) after ~4000 days, before it becomes indeterminate after ~4250 days.
2.4. Comparison of Northern and Southern Magnetic Field Phases and Periods
To compare these results more closely, in Figure 4 we show northern (blue) and southern (red) phase and
period data plotted together. Figure 4a shows the phases relative to the common guide phase of 10.70 h
period from Figures 3a and 3c, while Figure 4b shows the periods from Figures 3b and 3d. Figure 4c then
shows the difference between the two phases, that is to say the “beat phase” deﬁned here as
ΔΦ tð Þ ¼ ΦN tð Þ  ΦS tð Þ ¼  ψN tð Þ  ψS tð Þð Þ; (12)
in which the guide phase in equation (5) cancels in the taking the difference. This phase increases with time
when the northern period is shorter than the southern (as seen at the start of the interval in Figure 4c) and
decreases with time when the southern period is shorter than the northern (as seen at the end of the
interval). The beat period itself, the interval between successive times when the two systems are, e.g., in
phase with each other, is given by
τB tð Þ ¼ 360d
dt ΔΦð Þ
  ¼ τN τS
τN  τSj j ; (13)
and is shown on a log scale in Figure 4d.
At the start of the interval the southernperiodwas slightly longer than thenorthernby~0.03–0.05 h (~2–3min),
as had been the case for much of the postequinox interval since late 2010 [Provan et al., 2013, 2014]. While
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thus being closely comparable to the values deduced in these earlier studies in the interval of overlap to
t=3510 days, the higher-resolution magnetic periods determined here are initially seen to be quasi-
oscillatory on a time scale which is comparable to the beat period of ~100 days (Figure 4d). These variations
are such that the two periods move together when the two systems are near to antiphase, i.e., when
ΔΦ~180° modulo 360° (Figure 4c), and move apart again when the two systems are near to in phase, i.e.,
when ΔΦ~ 0°/360° modulo 360° (see also Figure 4a). Two such cycles of behavior can be discerned initially,
until on the third approach to antiphase conditions at ~3450 days, the two periods near coalesced at ~10.66 h
to within uncertainties of ~0.005 h (~20 s). The more signiﬁcant of these variations have previously been
noted by Provan et al. [2013, 2014] in terms of the changes in period that occur at the end of their intervals
E4 and in F1 and F2. The present results show the relation of these variations to the beat phase, thus indicating
their association with interhemispheric coupling of the two PPO systems as discussed in section 5.
Figure 4. Summary plot of the magnetic ﬁeld PPO phases and periods derived in Figure 3, shown over the same ~3 year
study interval as in Figures 2 and 3. Year markers and Rev numbers are shown at the top of the plot as in Figures 2 and 3.
(a) The northern (blue squares and lines) and southern (red squares and lines) PPO phases (degree) relative to a guide
phase of ﬁxed 10.70 h period, as in Figures 3a and 3c, respectively. (b) The two measures of the northern (blue data) and
southern (red data) PPO periods (hour), as in Figures 3b and 3d. (c) The modulo 360° beat phase determined from the
difference between the northern and southern magnetic phases (equation (12)), while (d) the beat period (days) (equation
(13)) on a log scale, corresponding to the interval between successive times when the two systems are in phase with each
other, or are in antiphase.
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Following their initial near coalescence, the two periods then remained very close to each other for more
than a year, from ~3450 days (June 2013) to ~3850 days (July 2014), moving together to somewhat larger
values ~10.70 h particularly during late 2013. Correspondingly, the phase difference between the two systems
remained near antiphase during this interval (Figure 4c), varying around ~180° within limits of ~ ±45°, compar-
able to the expected uncertainties in the phase differences based on the phase uncertainty estimates dis-
cussed in section 2.3. We note from Figures 3a and 3c that these near-equal periods and near-constant
phase differences were derived from entirely independent sets of northern and southern polar magnetic
phase data (see Appendix A). Consideration of Figure 1 shows that the antiphase condition implies that the
θ components of the two systems add to each other in the equatorial region, while the r and φ components
subtract, as will also be discussed in section 5. This condition implies that the primary upward ﬁeld-aligned
currents of the two systems are located near the same LTs as each other as the systems rotate, as are the down-
ward currents on the opposite side of the planet. A further implication is that the northern and southern SKR
modulations should then be approximately in phase with each other, if the observed emissions correspond to
sources at the same LTs in the two hemispheres, as will be shown to be the case in section 3.3.
Following the interval of near-coalesced periods, the northern period then increased to larger values ~10.77 h
at around ~3900 days (September 2014) and remained at similar values to the end of the interval. The south-
ern period, however, remained near ~10.70 h until it could no longer be discerned in the equatorial phase
data after ~4250 days (September 2015). These data thus indicate that after ~3900 days the northern period
shifted to enduringly longer periods than the southern by ~4–5min, for the ﬁrst time during the Cassini era.
Asaconsequenceof thevariations innorthernandsouthernperiodsdiscussedabove, thebeatperiod inFigure4
doscillated around~100 daysduring the initial intervalwhen the southern systemhada longerperiod than the
northern by ~2–3min but reduced to ~60 days during the later interval when the northern period had become
longer than the southern by ~4–5min. The value ismainly off-scale in the central interval of near-equal periods
where thenominalbeatperiodbecamecomparable toor longer than the lengthof thedata interval concerned,
and hence notmeaningful, the phase difference then being near constant with time as seen in Figure 4c.
2.5. North/South Amplitude Ratios Before and After Period Coalescence and Reversal
2.5.1. Precoalescence Amplitude Ratio
As indicated in section 2.3, the near-equatorial ﬁeld data can be used to estimate the amplitude ratio of the
northern and southern oscillations from the phase modulations caused by the superposition of the two sig-
nals [Provan et al., 2011, 2013; Andrews et al., 2012]. No models of PPO amplitudes in polar data, varying, e.g.,
with radial distance downtail, have yet been devised which would allow similar estimates from these data. As
indicated in section 2.2, two sets of equatorial phase data were obtained during the present study interval,
the ﬁrst derived (principally) from unﬁltered azimuthal ﬁeld data on highly inclined orbits at the start of
the interval from late 2012 to mid-2013 (Revs 173–194), and the second from ﬁltered three-component data
as the orbit returned to the equatorial plane at the end of the interval from early to late 2015 (Revs 211–221).
Figure 5 shows results for the ﬁrst of these intervals, where Figures 5a and 5b show the (transformed) phase of
the equatorial φ component (blue circles) relative to the north and southmodel phases derived from the inde-
pendent sets of polar data. That is, in Figure 5a we show ((ψφ 90°)ψN), while in Figure 5b we show
((ψφ 90°)ψS). In Figure 5a the phase relative to the north phase increases near linearly with time
between~90° and ~+90° over intervals of ~100 days and then switches by ~180° between these values,
while in Figure 5b the phase relative to the south phase correspondingly falls between~+90° and~90° over
the same intervals, then also switches by ~180° between these values. This behavior is the characteristic signa-
ture of combined oscillations of near-equal amplitude modulated at a beat period of ~100 days (Figure 4d), in
which zero crossings in the phase differences occurwhen the northern and southern systems are in phase, and
180° switches when they are in antiphase [Provan et al., 2011, 2013; Andrews et al., 2012; Cowley et al., 2015].
Assuming for simplicity a ﬁxed north/south amplitude ratio k during the interval, it can be shown that
ψφ  90°
 
 ψN ¼ tan1
1=kð ÞsinΔΦ
1þ 1=kð ÞcosΔΦ
 
; (14a)
and
ψφ  90°
 
 ψS ¼tan1
ksinΔΦ
1þ kcosΔΦ
 
; (14b)
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whereΔΦ is thebeat phasegivenby equation (12) [see, e.g., Provan et al., 2013, equations (2b) and (2c)], andwe
note that the signs of thenumerators anddenominators are employed individually in the arctangents todeﬁne
the angles over the full 360° range. The value of k can then bedetermined either by ﬁtting equation (14a) to the
data in Figure 5a or equation (14b) to the data in Figure 5b, these procedures being entirely equivalent since it
can be shown that deviations of the data in Figure 5a from the model in equation (14a) are identical to the
deviations of the data in Figure 5b from themodel in equation (14b). Given the north and south phasemodels
derived independently from the northern and southern polar data, amplitude ratio k is the only unknown. The
ﬁt is performed by determining the variance V between the data and the model (equation (7)) as k varies
between zero and unity and then as (1/k) varies between unity and zero (i.e., as k varies between unity and inﬁ-
nity), at steps of 0.01 inboth ranges. Results are shown in Figure 5c,wherewe see a clearminimumwithV≈ 0.17
at k= 1.00, i.e., for closely near equal amplitudes. Thisminimumvalue of V implies an RMS deviation of the data
from themodel of~35° (equation (10)). Themodelﬁt itself is shownby theblue lines in Figures 5a and5b,which
can be seen to provide a good overall description of the equatorial phase data.
Signiﬁcant modulations should then also be present in the equatorial amplitudes, given by
B′0φ tð Þ ¼ B0φ S
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ k2 þ 2kcosΔΦ
p
; (15)
where B0φ S is the equatorial amplitude of the southern oscillation in the azimuthal ﬁeld component, equal
when k=1 to the amplitude of the northern oscillation B0φ N= kB0φ S, and B
′
0φ tð Þ is the amplitude of the
beat-modulated combined oscillation [e.g., Provan et al., 2013, equation (2j)]. A least squares ﬁt to the
equatorial amplitude data to determine the best ﬁt value of B0φ S, the only unknown given k and the phase
models, is shown in Figure 5d, where B0φ S= B0φ N≈ 1.8 nT. While the amplitude data are clearly quite
Figure 5. Analysis of PPO phase and amplitude data obtained from unﬁltered equatorial azimuthal component data in late
2012 and early 2013. (a) The blue circles show transformed azimuthal phase data (90° subtracted to allow for lagging
quadrature with the r component), relative to the northern PPO phase derived from northern polar data (Figure 3a). Year
boundaries and Rev numbers are shown at the top of the ﬁgure in the same format as Figures 2–4. (b) The same data
relative to the southern PPO phase derived from southern polar data (Figure 3c). The blue lines in both ﬁgures show the
best ﬁt model given by equations (14a) and (14b), basedon thebeatphasedetermined fromthenorthernandsouthernpolar
data, and the best ﬁt north/south amplitude ratio k. (c) The variance V between the data and the model (equation (7)) for k
between zero and unity on the left, and for (1/k) between unity and zero (i.e., k between unity and inﬁnity) on the right,
showing a well-deﬁned minimum at k = 1.00 (determined at steps in k and (1/k) of 0.01) marked by the vertical dashed line,
which is themodel displayed in Figures 5a and 5b. (d) The amplitude data (blue circles) and correspondingmodel (blue line)
given by equation (15) using a best ﬁt southern (and northern) amplitude of ~1.8 nT.
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scattered, smallest values are indeed observed around the model zeros where the two systems are near
antiphase, at ~3250 and ~3360 days. The correlation coefﬁcient between the measured and model values
is ~ +0.35. Very similar results were obtained by Andrews et al. [2012] from a previous interval during which
equatorial data were obtained from unﬁltered azimuthal component data on highly inclined orbits, in which
clear modulations were also observed in the phases, but where the amplitudes were also rather scattered
with a cross-correlation coefﬁcient in that case of 0.28 (their interval D1 in 2008, see their Figure 9b).
Overall, however, this analysis shows that the amplitudes of the two systems directly prior to the coalescence
in periods were near equal in value. The analysis also provides a signiﬁcant demonstration that the single
oscillations observed independently in the northern and southern polar regions combine to produce dual-
modulated oscillations in the equatorial region as recently emphasized by Cowley et al. [2016].
2.5.2. Postreversal Amplitude Ratio
Turning now to the second set of equatorial data obtained on near-equatorial orbits toward the end of the
study interval, we recall that these were determined using ﬁltered data from which the phases of all three
ﬁeld components can generally be determined. In this case we can apply the related procedure of examining
the phase difference between the (r, φ) components and the θ component, which oscillates at the beat per-
iod about 0° for southern-dominated combined oscillations (i.e., for k< 1) and about 180° for northern-
dominated combined oscillations (i.e., for k> 1). The advantage of this approach is that any “common jitter”
in the phase values, i.e., short-term changes in phase in which all three ﬁeld components vary together in a
manner not described by the longer-term ﬁtted phase models [e.g., Provan et al., 2011], does not affect the
results. The model modulation is given by
Δψrθ ¼ ψr  ψθ ¼ ψφ  90°
 
 ψθ ¼ tan1
2ksinΔΦ
1 k2
 
; (16)
Where, again, the signs of the numerator and denominator in the arctangent on the right-hand side are taken
individually todeﬁne the angleover the full 360° range [e.g.,Provan et al., 2013, equation (2g)].We thusﬁt equa-
tion (16) to the phase difference data to determine k for the interval, given the north and south phase models
shown in Figure 3whichdeﬁne thebeat phaseΔΦ. It is already apparent from the fact that thesephasedata are
usuallymuchmore tightlygrouped inN-format in Figure3a than inS-format in Figure3c that thenorthernoscil-
lation is generally signiﬁcantly stronger than the southern in this interval, i.e., that k> 1. It is further evident,
however, that there is considerable variability in relative amplitude over the interval, includingone set of phase
measurements, for Rev 215, that has an almost pure southern polarization with θ in phase with the
(transformed) φphase, rather than being in antiphase. Nevertheless,making a ﬁt of equation (16) to the overall
phase difference data from Revs 211 to 220 (of which Rev 216 is missing due to a data gap, while Rev 219 does
not return a reliable phase for the θ component) yields the results shown in Figure 6. Figure 6a shows thephase
difference data, where the red circles correspond to (ψrψθ) and the blue to ((ψφ 90°)ψθ), and where the
discrepant nature of thedata for Rev 215 is evident. Thebestﬁtmodel fromequation (16), beatmodulatedwith
a period of ~60 days as indicated in Figure 4d, is shown by the black line for (1/k) = 0.44, i.e., for k≈ 2.3,
corresponding to the variance minimum shown by the vertical dashed line in Figure 6b. The minimum value
of V is ~0.21, corresponding to an RMS phase deviation between the model and the data of ~35°.
The best ﬁt amplitude models are shown in Figure 6c, corresponding to a northern amplitude of ~0.8 nT for
the r component, ~1.5 nT for θ, and ~1.4 nT for φ, with southern amplitudes that are then a factor ~2.3 less.
However, the detailed agreement is seen to be very poor in this case, indicating a signiﬁcant level of temporal
amplitude variability in line with the above discussion, with correlation coefﬁcients between the measured
and model values of ~0.01 for the r component, ~0.01 for θ, and ~0.25 for φ. Overall, however, this analysis
shows that in the interval following the period reversal the amplitude of the northern system had become
dominant by a factor of more than 2 relative to the southern system, though with considerable variability
being present. As discussed above, the lack of signiﬁcant southern phase modulation in the equatorial data
after ~4250 days indicates that the southern amplitude had further weakened to become less than ~20% of
the northern, i.e., that by this time k had grown to become larger than ~5.
3. PPO Properties From SKR Data and Comparison With Magnetic Data
3.1. SKR Data Analysis Procedures
We now examine the PPO-related modulations observed in SKR emissions over the ~3 years of this study and
compare the periods and phases derived from them with the periods and phases derived from the magnetic
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ﬁeld data in section 2. Analysis of the SKR data follows that described by Lamy [2011], in which emissions
from the northern and Southern Hemispheres are identiﬁed on the joint bases of their sense of circular polar-
ization and their latitudinal range of visibility. As indicated in section 1, SKR is emitted in the extraordinary (X)
mode which is RH polarized in the Northern Hemisphere and LH polarized in the southern, with sources in
one hemisphere illuminating the region down to ~20° latitude in the other [Lamy et al., 2008a, 2008b;
Kimura et al., 2013]. RH emissions at latitudes greater than 20° south are thus taken to correspond to the
Northern Hemisphere, while LH emissions at latitudes less than 20° north are taken to correspond to the
Southern Hemisphere. The latitudinal selection is intended to exclude from the analyzed data set any nonne-
gligible ordinary (O) mode emissions at high latitudes (see discussion in Lamy [2011]). Polarization-separated
SKR powers are integrated over the frequency interval 100–500 kHz, thus excluding narrowband emissions at
lower frequencies, and inverse square normalized to a standard distance of one astronomical unit from the
planet. Lomb-Scargle analysis of this quasi-continuous data set, speciﬁcally of the logarithm of the RH- and
LH-normalized SKR powers, is then used to calculate normalized periodograms over a sliding 200 day window
computed with 1 day resolution.
3.2. SKR PPO Periods and Initial Comparison With Magnetic Field Periods
Results are shown in Figure 7, where color-coded periodograms derived for periods between 10.5 and 10.9 h
are plotted vertically, and shown versus time over the same interval as in Figures 2–4. Periodograms for the
RH (northern) and LH (southern) emissions are shown in Figures 7a and 7c, respectively, which are repeated
in Figures 7b and 7d with the corresponding SKR andmagnetic ﬁeld periods being overplotted as orange and
white dotted lines, respectively. The dual panel format allows comparison of the derived SKR and magnetic
ﬁeld periods without relevant features in the SKR periodograms becoming obscured. The SKR periods have
Figure 6. Analysis of PPO phase and amplitude data obtained from ﬁltered equatorial ﬁeld data in early and mid-2015,
similar to Figure 5. (a) The phase differences (ψrψθ) (red circles) and ((ψφ 90°)ψθ) (blue circles) versus time,
together with the best ﬁt model (black line) given by equation (16) based on the beat phase of the northern and southern
phases determined from linear ﬁts to the N- and S-format versions of these data shown in Figures 3a and 3c, and amplitude
ratio k. (b) The variance V of the data from the model as a function of k in the same format as Figure 5c, with a well-deﬁned
minimum at (1/k) = 0.44 marked by the vertical dashed line, i.e., at north/south amplitude ratio k ≈ 2.27, as therefore
employed in Figure 6a. (c) The corresponding amplitude data, red, green, and blue for the r, θ, and φ ﬁeld components,
respectively, together with the best ﬁt beat-modulated model given by equation (15) for best ﬁt northern amplitudes of
~0.8, ~1.5, and ~1.4 nT, respectively. There is essentially no correlation between the data and model variations in this case.
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been determined using iterative steps. The most prominent peak over the range 10.5–10.9 h was ﬁrst
extracted from periodograms of sufﬁciently high signal-to-noise ratio. The missing intervals were then com-
pleted by a search for the dominant peak over a restricted period range, aimed at favoring signal continuity
for intervals where secondary maxima are signiﬁcant, such as in the LH (southern) periodogram between
~3700 and ~4100 days. The magnetic ﬁeld periods shown in Figure 7 correspond speciﬁcally to those deter-
mined directly from the linear ﬁts to the phase data shown by the blue and red lines in Figures 3b and 3d,
respectively, and in Figure 4b.
In Figure 7a it can be seen that a near-continuous peak occurs in the RH (northern) SKR periodograms which
moves to longer periods with time, from ~10.64 h at the beginning of the interval to ~10.78 h at the end,
which is taken to correspond to the northern SKR period shown by the orange dotted line overplotted in
Figure 7b. This period can be seen to be generally in close agreement with that determined from the mag-
netic ﬁeld data, shown by the white dotted line. However, a short gap in the continuity of the SKR peak occurs
between ~3820 and ~3900 days, matching the interval where the magnetic data indicate the increase in
northern period. When the peak resumes near ~3900 days the periodogram is noisier with signiﬁcant second-
ary maxima. Over the subsequent interval the SKR period tracks the most prominent peak, while the mag-
netic period tracks a secondary maximum with a somewhat longer period that coalesces with the principal
peak after ~4050 days. At this point the SKR and magnetic periods once more come into better agreement,
thenmaintained to the end of the study interval. While reexamination of the magnetic phase data during this
interval conﬁrms evidence for the rapid and sustained increase in the northern period near ~3900 days not
visible in the SKR data at this time (see discussion of Figure 9b in section 4 below), it is nevertheless the case
that the behavior of the magnetic phases and hence periods is less well constrained than usual during this
interval, due to the lengthy orbital period of ~30–40 days then prevailing (Figure 2e) and the consequent
low cadence of the magnetic phase data set. Overall, however, both data sets agree that the northern PPO
period increased signiﬁcantly from values ~10.64 h in mid-2013, typical of most of the postequinox interval
up to that time, to values ~10.78 h by mid-2015.
A near-continuous peak can similarly be traced in the southern periodograms in Figure 7c, taken to corre-
spond to the southern SKR PPO period shown by the orange line in Figure 7d. This remains near periods
of ~10.68–10.70 h, but weakens somewhat with time, and also exhibits some bifurcation signatures, e.g.,
3650–3850 days and 4000–4150 days, which render the determination of the period somewhat uncertain
during the central study interval. The tracked southern SKR period shown follows the most prominent and
continuous of these peaks. Despite the difﬁculty in tracking the southern period after ~3700 days, however,
the overall agreement with the southern magnetic ﬁeld period overplotted in Figure 7d is seen to
be excellent.
3.3. SKR PPO Phases and Initial Comparison With Magnetic Field Phases
The SKR periods determined from the periodograms in Figure 7 are compared in Figure 8a, where the blue
line shows the northern (RH) period and the red line the southern (LH) period. These show slightly longer
southern periods ~10.68 h than northern ~10.64 h at the start of the interval, followed by near coalescence
at ~3500 days with joint period ~10.66 h rising to ~10.70 h by ~3800 days, and then gradual separation with
the northern period increasing to ~10.79 h by the end of the interval while the southern period remained at
~10.70 h, in essential agreement with the magnetic periods shown in Figure 4b. These periods can then be
integrated to determine a SKR phase ΦN;S tð Þ which describes the times of sequential SKR maxima, conveni-
ently deﬁned to occur whenΦN;S tð Þ ¼ 360Ndeg for successive integer N. Here SKR phases will be denoted by
stars throughout. The constant of integration which deﬁnes the absolute value of the phase at time t (modulo
360°), and hence the actual times of SKR maxima, is determined by sinusoidal ﬁts to the SKR power data orga-
nized by modulo 360° integrated SKR phase and time. Results are shown for the RH (northern) and LH (south-
ern) emissions, respectively, in Figures 8b and 8c, where gray scaled SKR powers are plotted versus modulo
360° guide phase (vertically) and time (horizontally) over the same interval as in Figures 2–4. As for the mag-
netic ﬁeld analysis, the guide phase corresponds to a ﬁxed period of 10.70 h (equation (4a)), with two cycles of
phase and repeated data being shown on the vertical axis to aid visualization of data continuity. Lighter grays
indicate higher powers, while black intervals indicate times when SKR visibility conditions were not met for
that sense of polarization, or other data gaps.
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Figure 7. Color coded periodograms derived by Lomb-Scargle analysis of integrated SKR power data for periods between
10.5 and 10.9 h are shown plotted versus time over the same ~3 year interval as in Figures 2–4, with PPO periods over-
plotted. (a) RH circular polarized emissions observed at latitudes above 20° south, corresponding to northern emissions,
while (c) LH circular polarized emissions observed at latitudes below 20° north, corresponding to southern emissions.
(b and d) The data are repeated, while overplotted we show the corresponding northern and southern periods, respec-
tively, determined from the near-continuous maxima in these data (orange dotted lines), and from the magnetic ﬁeld
results in Figures 3b and 3d (white dotted lines), speciﬁcally the blue and red lines in those ﬁgures.
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The blue line in Figure 8b and the red line in Figure 8c show the SKR phasesψN;S tð Þ relative to the guide phase,
which can be seen to trace through the power peaks in the RH-modulated (northern) and LH-modulated
(southern) emissions, respectively, thus providing support for the SKR periods shown in Figure 7.
Analogously to the magnetic phases given by equation (5), the SKR phases are given by
ΦN;S tð Þ ¼ Φg tð Þ  ψN;S tð Þ ¼
360 t
τg
 ψN;S tð Þ; (17)
where the second expression on the right-hand side is valid for a guide phase of ﬁxed period τg, such that by
construction SKR maxima occur when the guide phase is equal to ψN;S tð Þmodulo 360°. For the RH (northern)
emissions in Figure 8b, the data and modulations are sufﬁciently continuous to deﬁne the northern SKR
phase over the whole study interval. For the LH (southern) emissions in Figure 8c, however, the data are suf-
ﬁciently discontinuous in the central interval that a reliable overall phase cannot be determined. In this case
we have calculated the phase separately in two intervals on either side, from the start of the study interval to
t=3675 days, and from t= 4100 days to the end of the study interval, as shown by the solid red line segments.
In the central interval between these times we have instead determined individual modulo 360° phase values
from sinusoidal ﬁts to the LH powers integrated over each interval of continuous measurements, shown by
triangles joined by dotted lines. Since these intervals are much shorter than the 200 day sliding data windows
employed to determine the phases more generally, these values are expected to provide only approximate
measures of the southern phase during this interval.
The red dashed line and triangles in Figure 8b and the blue dashed line in Figure 8c then show the LH
(southern) phase overplotted on the RH (northern) data, and vice versa. These demonstrate that during
the interval of coalesced SKR periods in Figure 8a between ~3500 and ~3800 days, indicative of a near-
constant phase relationship between the northern and southern SKR modulations, the two systems, in fact,
approach in-phase conditions, closely so during the interval to ~3675 days where both phases are deter-
mined from 200 day sliding data windows, and more approximately thereafter to ~3800 days where the
southern phases are indicated by the triangles. We recall from section 2.4 that the magnetic systems came
into near antiphase during this interval, such that in-phase SKR modulations were anticipated on the basis
of the picture shown in Figure 1, as now conﬁrmed here.
To investigate the relationship between the SKR and magnetic ﬁeld phases, and hence the orientation of the
perturbation ﬁeld and current system at times of SKR maxima, in Figures 8d and 8e we have reproduced the
RH (northern) and LH (southern) SKR power data and phases from Figures 8b and 8c, respectively, and have
overplotted the corresponding magnetic phases. Speciﬁcally, the blue squares joined by solid lines in
Figure 8c show the northern magnetic phase ψN(t) from Figure 3a, while the red squares joined by solid lines
in Figure 8e show the southern magnetic phases ψS(t) from Figure 3c. Apart from the interval between ~3875
and ~4050 days when the northern periods deduced from the SKR and magnetic data differ signiﬁcantly as
seen in Figure 7b, it can be seen in Figure 8d that the northern SKR and magnetic phases are to a ﬁrst approx-
imation in phase with each other, such that the magnetic phase also lies approximately along northern (RH)
SKRmaxima. This means that at times of northern SKRmaxima,ΦN≈0°modulo 360°, the quasi-uniform ﬁeld of
the northern system is directed approximately sunward, ΦN≈ 0° modulo 360°, such that the upward ﬁeld-
aligned current of the northern system is located near dawn (Figure 1a). Similarly, it can be seen in
Figure 8e that the southern SKR and magnetic phases are to a ﬁrst approximation in antiphase with each
other, such that the magnetic phase lies approximately along southern (LH) SKR minima. This means that
at times of southern SKRmaxima,ΦS≈0°modulo 360°, the quasi-uniform ﬁeld of the southern system is direc-
ted approximately antisunward, ΦS≈ 180° modulo 360°, such that the upward ﬁeld-aligned current of the
southern system is then also located near dawn (Figure 1c). In following section 4 we provide a more precise
discussion of these phase relationships.
4. Further Comparison of SKR and Magnetic Field Periods and Phases
In Figure 9 we provide a more detailed comparison of the periods and phases derived from the SKR andmag-
netic ﬁeld measurements. Figure 9a compares the northern (blue) and southern (red) periods determined
from both themagnetic ﬁeld (lines and squares) and SKR data (dashed lines), as previously shown individually
in Figures 4b and 8a. As previously indicated in the discussion of Figure 7 in section 3.2, the overall agreement
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Figure 8. Plots showing SKR periods and integrated phases over the same ~3 year interval as in Figures 2–4 and 7, with Rev
markers and year boundaries being shown at the top of the plot as in Figures 2–4. (a) The SKR periods versus time from
Figure 7, where the blue line shows the RH (northern) period from Figure 7b, and the red line the LH (southern) period from
Figure 7d. (b–e) Gray scaled SKR powers plotted versus modulo 360° guide phase vertically, showing two cycles with
repeated data, and time horizontally, where, as in Figures 3 and 4, the guide phase corresponds to a ﬁxed period of 10.70 h
with value zero at time zero (00 UT on 1 January 2004). Lighter grays correspond to higher SKR powers, with intervals where
corresponding SKR visibility conditions were not met being shown black, as are other data gaps. Figure 8b corresponds to
RH (northern) SKR emissions where the overplotted blue line indicates the northern SKR phase marking the location of the
northern SKR power maxima, obtained by integration of the northern SKR period in Figure 7b followed by ﬁtting to these
data. The red dashed line and triangles show the corresponding phase for the LH (southern) data. Figure 8c similarly
corresponds to LH (southern) SKR emissions, where the red lines indicate the southern SKR phase marking the southern
SKR power maxima, and the blue dashed line the northern phase from Figure 8b. In this case the southern SKR phase has
been determined from separate integration of the periods shown in Figure 7d over the intervals before 3675 days and after
4100 days followed by ﬁtting to these data, while the triangles joined by dotted lines show approximate phases deter-
mined from sinusoidal ﬁts to the LH powers integrated over each of the short intervals of continuous measurements shown
in the plot. In Figures 8d and 8e we reproduce the RH (northern) power and phase and the LH (southern) power and phase
from Figures 8b and 8c, respectively, but now overplot the corresponding magnetic ﬁeld phases from Figure 3. Speciﬁcally,
the blue squares and lines in Figure 8d correspond to the northernmagnetic phasemodel shown in Figure 3a, while the red
squares and lines in Figure 8e correspond to the southern magnetic phase model shown in Figure 3c.
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between the SKR and magnetic ﬁeld periods is good, though the SKR values do not reproduce all of the
shorter-term variations in the magnetic periods, due to differences in the length of the data intervals
employed. In the interval prior to period coalescence, for example, the magnetic periods were determined
over intervals of ~50 days of phase data corresponding to 5 Revs (see Figure 2e), compared with the standard
200 day data window for the SKR periods. Corresponding analysis of magnetic data with a 200 day data win-
dow (not shown) produces similar results to those determined from the SKR data in this interval. However,
both analyses conﬁrm the coalescence of the two periods in mid-2013, together with a separation in mid-
2014 leading to an enduring reversal in periods northern longer than southern at that time, even though
the magnetic data indicate a fairly abrupt separation, while the SKR data suggest a gradual evolution.
Figure 9. Comparison of SKR and magnetic ﬁeld periods and phases shown in Figure 7 and 8, over the same interval as
previous ﬁgures. Rev numbers and year boundaries are shown at the top of the plot. (a) The northern (blue) and south-
ern (red) periods derived from SKR (dashed lines) and magnetic ﬁeld data (solid lines and squares), respectively. The SKR
periods are derived from the periodograms shown in Figures 7, while the magnetic periods are those shown in Figure 3.
(b) The phase difference between the northern SKR and magnetic ﬁeld phases ΔψN tð Þ, SKR minus magnetic in Figure 8a
(equation (18a)), together with the Rev-by-Rev magnetic phase data from which the magnetic phases were derived, in the
same format as Figure 3a. (c) The phase difference between the southern SKR and magnetic ﬁeld phasesΔψS tð Þ, SKR minus
magnetic in Figure 8b, together with the Rev-by-Rev magnetic phase data from which these magnetic phases were
derived, in the same format as in Figure 3c. (d) The phase difference between the northern and southern modulations for
both the magnetic ΔΦ (equation (12)) and the SKR ΔΦ* phase data (equation (19)).
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In Figures 9b and 9c we examine the differences between the SKR andmagnetic ﬁeld phases for the northern
and southern systems seen Figures 8a and 8b, respectively. These differences are deﬁned as
ΔψN;S tð Þ ¼ ψN;S tð Þ  ψN;S tð Þ ¼ ΦN;S tð Þ  ΦN;S tð Þ; (18a)
i.e., the difference between the SKR and magnetic phase values shown by the blue and red lines in Figures 8d
and 8e, where in the second form on the right-hand side we have used equations (5) and (17) and the
common guide phase Φg(t) has dropped out in taking the difference. Since ΦN;S tð Þ ¼ 0° (modulo 360°) at
the times of corresponding SKR maxima, we can also write (to modulo 360°)
ΔψN;S tð Þ ¼ ψN;S tð Þ  ψN;S tð Þ ¼ ΦN;S max tð Þ; (18b)
where ΦN,S max(t) is the value of the magnetic phase at times of corresponding SKR maxima. Since the mag-
netic ﬁeld phasesΦN,S(t) deﬁne the orientation of the equatorial quasi-uniform perturbation ﬁeld with respect
to noon at any time (i.e., the orientation with respect to noon of theΨN,S= 0°meridians in Figure 1), the phase
differencesΔψN;S tð Þ thus give the orientationwith respect to noon of the northern and southern quasi-uniform
ﬁelds at the times of corresponding SKR maxima and hence also the LTs of the related upward ﬁeld-aligned
currents. According to Figure 1, the upward ﬁeld-aligned current of the northern system in the Northern
Hemisphere lags by ~90° in azimuth relative to the northern quasi-uniform equatorial ﬁeld (i.e., is located
~6 h LT earlier), while the upward ﬁeld-aligned current of the southern system in the Southern Hemisphere
leads by ~90° in azimuth relative to the southern quasi-uniform equatorial ﬁeld (i.e., is located ~6 h LT later).
The northern phase differenceΔψN tð Þ is shown in Figure 9b together with the N-format Rev-by-Rev magnetic
phase data that deﬁne the northern magnetic phase (Figure 3a). In the initial interval to ~3750 days the phase
difference is seen to vary by a few tens of degrees about ~90°, showing that the quasi-uniform ﬁeld of the
northern system was directed toward dusk at northern SKR maxima, with the northern upward ﬁeld-aligned
current thus located near noon. During the later interval beyond ~4050 days when the SKR and magnetic
ﬁeld periods were once again in agreement, the phase difference was modestly reduced to values ~30°,
implying that the uniform ﬁeld of the northern systemwas directed toward ~14 h LT at northern SKRmaxima,
with the northern upward ﬁeld-aligned current being located at ~8 h LT in the postdawn sector. These data
are thus indicative of the dominance of postdawn to noon sources during these intervals. In the interval
between these times when the northern SKR and magnetic ﬁeld periods are not in agreement, phase differ-
ence ΔψN tð Þ is seen in Figure 9b to rotate rapidly through more than ~360°, showing that the difference in
northern SKR and magnetic ﬁeld periods in Figure 9a integrates to a phase difference corresponding to
somewhat more than one whole rotation of the northern system in a total number over the interval of dis-
agreement of ~500. To avoid most of this discrepancy, the magnetic phase values determined prior to
~3900 days would have to be joined directly to those observed after ~4000 days without inclusion of the
~360° relative phase variation. However, this would ignore the magnetic phase behavior observed in the
interval between these times, essentially the phase values for Revs 207–209, which contain the evidence in
the magnetic phase data for the rapid increase in the northern period at this time, together with the subse-
quent falling relative phases between ~4000 and 4100 days. Alternatively, we may instead propose that fol-
lowing the sudden decrease in ΔψN tð Þ between ~3900 and ~3950 days as shown in Figure 9b, the phase
difference then increased equally sharply between ~3950 and ~4000 days to join the curve again as shown,
this implying a transient decrease in period by ~0.05 h during the interval relative to that inferred from the
SKR data. In this interpretation, the transition to longer northern periods in the magnetic data would thus
begin with a large ~100 day oscillation of the northern period of ~0.1 h peak-to-peak about the northern
SKR values, this variation remaining unresolved in the SKR data (similar to the interval prior to ~3500 days).
However, due to the low cadence of the magnetic phase data during this interval, no intermediate values
are available that would support or discriminate between these scenarios. While the northern SKR power data
shown in Figure 8d are somewhat noisy during the interval between ~3900 and ~4000 days, we note that
they are better organized by the northern SKR phase than the northern magnetic phase in the subsequent
interval to ~4100 days where discrepancies in the period remain. It thus remains unclear how these discre-
pancies may be resolved given the limitations of the data and the analysis protocols employed.
Nevertheless, we reiterate our view that it is physically impossible for the magnetic ﬁeld and SKR periods
to actually be signiﬁcantly different during this (or any other) interval and note that both data sets support
the central conclusion that starting in mid-2014 the northern PPO period increased to signiﬁcantly longer
periods than hitherto observed during the Cassini mission.
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The southern phase difference ΔψS tð Þ is shown in Figure 9c together with the S-format Rev-by-Rev mag-
netic data that deﬁne the southern magnetic phase (Figure 3c). These values can be seen to vary by sev-
eral tens of degrees about ~225° over the whole interval for which southern magnetic phases are deﬁned
(up to ~4250 days), with the well-deﬁned deviations around that value in the initial interval up to
~3500 days being related to the ~100 day variations in the magnetic phases and periods discussed in
section 2.4. These variations aside, the implication of these results is that the quasi-uniform ﬁeld of the
southern system pointed consistently postmidnight at times of southern SKR maxima, such that the
associated southern upward ﬁeld-aligned current region based on Figure 1 and implied SKR sources were
located postdawn.
Short intervals of disagreement aside, therefore, these results indicate that the northern and southern SKR
emissions observed throughout the study interval were responding principally to dominant northern and
southern sources in the postdawn sector [Lamy et al., 2009], similar to the situation throughout the pre-
equinox interval reported previously [Andrews et al., 2008, 2010b, 2012; Provan et al., 2011]. This is certainly
not surprising in the later part of the interval after ~4100 days, when the spacecraft orbit had become near
equatorial with apoapsis located in the predawn sector (Figures 2b and 2d), where strobe-like modulations
due to the dominant dawn sources at ~8 h LT are expected to prevail [Andrews et al., 2011]. Indeed, taking
the average of the phase difference data after 4100 days shown by the black lines in Figures 9b and 9c yields
values of 36° ± 12° for the northern data and 221° ± 28° for the southern, indicating that at times of northern
SKR maxima the quasi-uniform ﬁeld of the northern system pointed toward 14.4 ± 0.8 h LT, while at times of
southern SKR maxima the quasi-uniform ﬁeld of the southern system pointed toward 2.7 ± 1.8 h LT. These
averages and standard deviations were determined using directional statistics methods as outlined in section
4.3 of Andrews et al. [2012]. The implied LTs of the upward ﬁeld-aligned currents and SKR sources at these
times are thus ~8 h for the northern system and ~9h for the southern, in close agreement with the expecta-
tions discussed in section 2.2.
During the earlier part of the interval up to ~3475 days, however, apoapsis, where the spacecraft spends most
time,was instead located in thepostnoon sector, before rotating viamidnight into thedawn sector (Figure 2d).
For near-equatorial observations in this sector the principal visible SKR sources are instead expected to be
located near noon with the northern and southern quasi-uniform ﬁelds pointing toward dusk and dawn,
respectively, at corresponding SKR maxima [Andrews et al., 2011], as indeed reported under these circum-
stances by Andrews et al. [2012]. However, these earlier observations were obtained in the present study
on highly inclined orbits for which no simple SKR source visibility model has yet been devised, with results
that nevertheless suggest that the principal sources visible in the Northern Hemisphere were indeed located
near noon, while the principal sources visible in the Southern Hemisphere remained located in the postdawn
sector. More precisely, taking the average of the phase difference data prior to 3475 days shown by the black
lines in Figures 9b and 9c yields values of 84° ± 15° for the northern data and 212° ± 32° for the southern,
meaning that at times of northern SKR maxima the quasi-uniform ﬁeld of the northern system pointed
toward 17.6 ± 1.0 h LT, while at times of southern SKR maxima the quasi-uniform ﬁeld of the southern system
pointed toward 2.1 ± 2.1 h LT. The implied locations of the upward ﬁeld-aligned currents and SKR sources at
these times are thus ~12 h LT for the northern system and ~8h LT for the southern, though we note the
signiﬁcantly large ranges in the above LT values. These values are in close agreement with the prior results
of Provan et al. [2014] and Cowley and Provan [2016] during the overlapping intervals of these studies (see their
Figures 7d and 5b, respectively).
We further note that the phase differences and implied source locations remained at similar values during the
subsequent interval between ~3475 and ~3650 days while apoapsis rotated via midnight into the dawn sec-
tor (Figure 2d). Near-equatorial observations in this sector would be expected to respond to sources in the
midnight to predawn sector, such that the northern phase difference in Figure 9b would be expected to
lie in the range ~270°–315° during this interval (quasi-uniform ﬁeld of the northern system pointing in the
dawn to postdawn sector at northern SKR maxima), while the southern phase difference in Figure 9c would
be expected to lie in the range ~90°–135° (quasi-uniform ﬁeld of the southern system pointing in the dusk to
postdusk sector at southern SKR maxima). However, no such changes in the relative phase are seen in
Figure 9b or 9c, indicating instead that sources in the postdawn to noon sector remained dominant on the
relevant segments of these highly inclined orbits.
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In Figure 9d we compare the difference in phase between northern and southern systems as given by
equation (12) for the magnetic phase difference (the beat phase ΔΦ(t)) and correspondingly for the SKR
phase difference by
ΔΦ tð Þ ¼ ΦN tð Þ  ΦS tð Þ ¼  ψN tð Þ  ψS tð Þ
 
: (19)
In general, if the observed northern and southern SKR emissions are responding to sources centered at azi-
muthsφN;S in the two hemispheres, and if powermaxima occur when the corresponding upward ﬁeld-aligned
currents of the two systems are located at these azimuths, such that from Figure 1 we have
ΦN max≈φN þ 90° (20a)
and
ΦS max≈φS  90°; (20b)
then substitution into equation (18b) followed by subtraction of the southern phase difference ΔψS tð Þ from
the northern phase difference ΔψN tð Þ yields
δ ΔΦð Þ ¼ ΔΦ ΔΦ ¼ 180° þ φN  φS
 
: (21)
Thus, if the effective azimuths of the two hemispheric SKR sources are approximately equal, as will generally
be the case at least for near-equatorial observations, the magnetic ﬁeld and SKR “beat” phases should be
approximately in antiphase. In Figure 9d, where the magnetic phase difference ΔΦ is shown by the solid line
(as in Figure 4c) and the SKR phase difference ΔΦ* by the dashed lines and triangles, this is seen to be
approximately the case for much of the study interval, speciﬁcally from the start of the interval to t≈ 3700
days and from t≈ 4100 days to the end of the interval. In the earlier of these intervals the effect of the
~50° difference in north and south source azimuths noted above is nevertheless apparent as a modest shift
in δ(ΔΦ) away from antiphase. When the northern and southern periods near coalesce after ~3500 days with
the magnetic systems in antiphase, ΔΦ≈ 180°modulo 360°, the two SKR modulations then closely approach
in-phase conditions ΔΦ*≈ 0°modulo 360° as anticipated in section 2.4 (as also seen in Figures 8b and 8c), at
least initially up to t≈ 3700 days. In the immediately following interval when the southern SKR phase is less
well deﬁned and indicated approximately by the triangles, however, δ(ΔΦ) moves toward quadrature and
even to in-phase conditions. Further major departures from the antiphase condition in δ(ΔΦ) also occur in
the short interval when the northern SKR and magnetic ﬁeld periods do not agree with each other, but as
noted above the difference returns close to antiphase again when the periods come back into agreement
after ~4100 days.
5. Summary and Discussion
Previous studies of the PPO oscillations in Saturn’s magnetosphere using Cassini magnetic and SKR data have
shown that during southern summer the two PPO periods were separated by ~12–14min, ~10.8 h for the
dominant southern oscillation, and ~10.6 h for the northern but converged to a near-common value of
~10.7 h over a ~2 year interval centered near vernal equinox in August 2009 [Gurnett et al., 2010, 2011;
Lamy, 2011; Andrews et al., 2012]. Following brief near coalescence, the data further indicate that the periods
then separated again with the southern ~10.69 h remaining longer than the northern ~10.64 h, but now by
only ~2–4min [Provan et al., 2013, 2014]. These conditions persisted for the following ~3 years to mid-
2013, but with the oscillations undergoing abrupt changes in relative amplitude at intervals of ~100–200 days
between southern dominance, northern dominance, and near-equal amplitudes, with small abrupt changes
in the periods occurring at the same time. In the present paper we have examined the oscillations in both
magnetic and SKR data over the ~3 year interval from late 2012 to the end of 2015, thus modestly overlap-
ping with the study by Provan et al. [2014], spanning from ~3 years after vernal equinox to ~1.5 years before
northern solstice in May 2017.
The magnetic ﬁeld results show that toward the end of 2012 the closely separated periods became weakly
modulated at the beat period, moving together when the two systems were near antiphase and apart when
near in phase, until they near coalesced in antiphase at a common period of ~10.66 h in mid-2013, directly
after the end of the interval studied by Provan et al. [2014]. The two periods then remained in that condition
within magnetic measurement uncertainties of ~20 s, and SKR measurement uncertainties of ~30–40 s, for
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the following year to mid-2014, drifting slowly together to longer periods of ~10.70 h over the interval. These
conditions were deduced using magnetic phase measurements obtained independently in the northern and
southern magnetospheric polar regions on highly inclined Cassini orbits, together with SKR data hemispheri-
cally separated using both emission polarization and latitude constraints. In mid-2014 the northern oscilla-
tions continued to increase to longer periods, reaching ~10.78 h by the end of 2015, while the southern
period remained near ~10.70 h. Both magnetic and SKR data after mid-2014 thus conﬁrm the occurrence
of the ﬁrst Cassini era enduring reversal in PPO periods, northern period longer than southern by up to
~5min, which took place ~5 years after vernal equinox and ~3 years before northern solstice. However, while
the magnetic data suggest a somewhat sudden increase in the northern period after mid-2014, the SKR data
indicate a gradual evolution to closely similar periods after the beginning of 2015. Analysis of available
equatorial magnetic data shows that the northern and southern amplitudes were near equal in the interval
immediately prior to coalescence in mid-2013, in agreement with the results of Provan et al. [2014], but that
the northern oscillations became increasingly dominant in the interval of reversed periods after the
beginning of 2015. Due to orbit constraints, no equatorial data are available in the intervening interval from
which the relative amplitudes could be determined. The relative phasing between the magnetic oscillations
and the SKR modulations indicates that the observed emissions were dominated by SKR sources in the
postdawn to noon sector throughout, despite the somewhat variable nature of the Cassini orbit.
We now consider some physical implications of these results, beginning with the observation of near coales-
cence of the northern and southern PPO periods in antiphase for the 1 year interval between mid-2013 and
mid-2014, immediately prior to the enduring reversal. The coalescence took place via a small increase in the
northern period and a simultaneous small decrease in the southern period to commonality (within ~20 s for
the magnetic measurements), following (at least) two previous near-coalescence events that occurred as the
northern and southern magnetic phases approached the antiphase condition. After coalescence the two per-
iods tracked each other over the following year as the joint period increased from ~10.66 to ~10.70 h
(Figure 9a). This behavior suggests the presence of weak interhemispheric coupling of the two systems that
maintained commonality of the periods in antiphase during this interval. The weakness of the coupling is
suggested by the fact that the two systems remained at closely spaced (~2–4min) but clearly separated per-
iods for around three postequinox years before eventually falling into step with each other in mid-2013. The
total deviation in magnetic phase from antiphase over the 1 year interval was no more than ~45° (Figure 4c)
comparable to the phase difference uncertainties, which implies a difference in the mean periods of the two
systems over the interval (in the sense of section 3.3 of Cowley and Provan [2016]) of no more than ~6 s,
or ~0.01%.
The combined PPO system formed during coalescence is illustrated in Figure 10, in a similar format to
Figure 1. The current system is sketched in the ΨN,S= 90° 270° meridian in Figure 10a and has upward
and downward ﬁeld-aligned currents located at the same LT in the two hemispheres, closing principally
through the central region of the magnetosphere, thereby producing a common rotating force on the
plasma. The associated perturbation ﬁelds are shown in the ΨN,S= 0° 180° meridian in Figure 10b, corre-
sponding to Figure 10a viewed from the left, and are such that the quasi-uniform (r, ϕ component) ﬁelds
in the equatorial region tend to cancel each other, while the colatitudinal ﬁelds add, connecting the pertur-
bation ﬁelds of the two systems from pole to pole. While we do not know for certain the relative strengths of
the two systems during this interval, our results show that the two amplitudes were closely comparable in the
immediately prior interval (section 2.5.1), which is the condition illustrated here. Under these antiphase con-
ditions the thermospheric and ionospheric twin-vortex ﬂows which drive the currents and perturbation ﬁelds
ﬂow in the same sense as each other in the two ionospheres, out of the plane of the diagram in Figure 10a in
both polar regions, reversing to into the plane of the diagram in the regions equatorward of the principal
ﬁeld-aligned current sheets in both hemispheres [e.g., Jia et al., 2012; Jia and Kivelson, 2012; Southwood
and Cowley, 2014; Hunt et al., 2014, 2015]. The ﬂow driven from one ionosphere will generally exert a drag
force on the other ionosphere, at least in the region of outer closed ﬁeld lines where the principal PPO-related
ﬁeld-aligned currents ﬂow [Hunt et al., 2014, 2015], thus tending in this relative phase condition to reinforce
the two ﬂows. These ﬂows also combine to drive associated rotating twin-vortex ﬂows within the magneto-
sphere via the above force, thus giving rise to, e.g., the “plasma cam” effect described by Burch et al. [2009].
The consequent in-phase condition of the ﬁeld-aligned currents (with respect to the ionosphere) in the two
hemispheres also results in approximately in-phase modulations of the northern and southern SKR emissions,
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as observed. In the opposite magnetic in-phase condition the two ﬂow systems would instead be opposed,
the drag force of one tending to diminish the effect of the other. Furthermore, under the condition where
the two systems are not phase locked but have slightly differing periods, such as during the early months
of the present study interval, simple considerations show that the effect of an interhemispheric drag is such
that the periods will move together toward a common value when the two magnetic systems approach
antiphase in the beat cycle, with the ﬂow systems, ﬁeld-aligned currents, and SKR modulations in phase,
and move apart when the two magnetic systems are in phase in the beat cycle, with the ﬂow systems,
ﬁeld-aligned currents, and SKR modulations in antiphase. This picture is in approximate conformity with
the behavior determined here in the interval leading up to period coalescence, in which two cycles of such
beat-modulated period oscillations were observed in the magnetic ﬁeld data before near coalescence
occurred on the third approach to magnetic antiphase in mid-2013 (Figures 4 and 9).
Turning now to the reversal in periods after mid-2014, we note that the increase in the northern period to
~10.78 h by the end of 2015 brings its value close to that of the southern period observed during southern
solstice conditions between a half and a quarter of a Saturn year earlier, while the southern period, remaining
at ~10.70 h, had not decreased to values comparable to the northern period during southern solstice. This is
shown in Figure 11, where we plot a compendium of PPO periods and related data over a full Saturn year
(~29.5 Earth years) from the last northern solstice in mid-December 1987 to the next in late May 2017. In
Figure 11a we show the latitude of the Sun at Saturn, where solstices and equinoxes are marked at the top
of the ﬁgure and indicated by the vertical dotted lines, while in Figure 11b we plot the daily sunspot number
indicative of solar cycle and heliospheric activity. Figure 11c shows the PPO periods, where the purple dots
show values determined during 1993–2002 from remote Ulysses observations of SKR emissions whose polar-
ization was not determined, such that the hemisphere of the source remains unknown [Galopeau and
Lecacheux, 2000; Gurnett et al., 2010]. The blue and red data then indicate the northern and southern periods
during the Cassini era, respectively, derived from both magnetic ﬁeld (solid lines) and SKR observations
(dotted lines). Speciﬁcally, the in-orbit values determined from magnetic ﬁeld data were derived by
Andrews et al. [2012] during 2005–2011, Provan et al. [2013, 2014] for 2011–2012, and in the present study
for 2013–2015, while those derived from SKR data were determined by Lamy [2011] during 2004–2010,
Provan et al. [2014] for 2011–2012, and in the present study for 2013–2015.
It is evident from the data in Figure 11c that the northern and southern PPO periods are strongly seasonally
conditioned, possibly through variations in the conductivity of the two polar ionospheres, with the
prenorthern solstice northern period approaching similar values to those of the southern solstice southern
period observed between ~1999 and ~2008. The latter southern periods reached peaks of ~10.83 h in the
postequinox and pre-equinox intervals, though with a shallow minimum value of ~10.77 h occurring close
to southern solstice itself. Saturn season is clearly not the only variable concerned, however, since the
Figure 10. Sketches showing the electric currents and perturbation ﬁelds of the antiphase northern and southern PPO
systems during the interval of near-coalesced periods between mid-2013 and mid-2014, in a format similar to Figure 1.
Green arrowed lines and symbols indicate electric currents, blue arrowed lines and symbols indicate the associated per-
turbationmagnetic ﬁelds, while black arrowed lines show the backgroundmagnetospheric magnetic ﬁeld. Circled dots and
crosses show vectors pointing out of and into the plane of the ﬁgure, respectively. (a) principally shows the currents in
the ΨN,S = 90° 270° meridian plane, while (b) principally shows the perturbation ﬁelds in the ΨN,S = 0° 180° meridian
plane, corresponding to Figure 10a viewed from the left. With increasing time this system of current and perturbation ﬁeld
rotates around the vertical axis with the period of the coupled northern and southern PPOs.
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behavior of the periods following vernal equinox in mid-2009 and the previous spring equinox in late 1995
were clearly different, irrespective of the hemispheric interpretation of the Ulysses data. While the latter data
have reasonably been interpreted by Gurnett et al. [2010] as indicating a “clean” reversal in northern and
southern PPO periods occurring ~1 year after spring equinox in November 1995, a similar convergence in
periods ~1 year after vernal equinox in August 2009 was followed by a ~4 year interval of closely spaced or
coalesced periods before an enduring reversal took place ~5 years after equinox and ~3 years before north-
ern solstice, as reported here. In addition, even at that point, the southern period had not simultaneously
decreased to similar values to the northern period during southern summer conditions, which reached as
low as ~10.58 h. A simple seasonal conductivity effect would also be expected to show near symmetry about
the equinox itself due to the essentially instantaneous ionization response of the atmosphere to insolation,
rather than an effect with an apparent response delay of ~1 (Earth) year. The physical origin of this behavior
thus remains unclear. Even though the closely spaced periods during the recent postequinox interval may
have been weakly modulated at ~100–200 day intervals by heliospheric conditions at Saturn according to
the evidence presented by Provan et al. [2015], it seems unlikely that differences in solar irradiance or helio-
spheric conditions were responsible. As can be seen in Figure 11b, due to the similarity in the period of the
sunspot cycle and the half period of the Saturn year, rather similar solar conditions pertained throughout the
two postequinox intervals shown, corresponding initially to solar minimum followed by the ascending phase
of the solar cycle. An additional possibility concerns the processes that couple the thermosphere-ionosphere-
magnetosphere system to rotation in the middle and lower atmosphere, which must after all set the near-
planetary rotation period that governs the PPO phenomenon at zeroth-order level. In this regard we note
the singular occurrence of the Great White Spot tropospheric storm whose unexpectedly early onset in
December 2010 approximately coincided with the beginning of the interval of closely spaced but unreversed
periods and which is known to have resulted in signiﬁcant temperature and ﬂow perturbations at strato-
spheric levels for several years thereafter [see, e.g., Fletcher et al., 2012; Cowley and Provan, 2013, and refer-
ences therein]. Although the effects of the storm were principally conﬁned to moderate northern latitudes,
it remains conceivable that this affected the generation or upward propagation of waves that transfer
Figure 11. Seasonal conditions, solar conditions, and PPO periods over one Saturn year from northern solstice in December
1987 to northern solstice in May 2017. (a) The planetocentric latitude of the Sun at Saturn, with the times of equinoxes and
solstices marked at the top of the plot and by the vertical dotted lines. (b) Daily sunspot numbers. (c) Northern (blue) and
southern (red) PPO periods. The ﬁlled circles were determined from remote Ulysses SKR observations [Gurnett et al., 2010]
and are shown purple since the hemisphere of emission was not determined from polarization measurements. For the
Cassini data, solid and dotted lines correspond to values determined from magnetic ﬁeld and SKR data, respectively. The
SKR values were determined by Lamy [2011] in 2004–2010, Provan et al. [2014] in 2011–2012, and in the present study in
2013–2015. The Cassini magnetic ﬁeld data were determined by Andrews et al. [2012] in 2005–2011, Provan et al. [2013,
2014] in 2011–2012, and in the present study in 2013–2015.
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angular momentum through the atmosphere and generate the PPO-related thermospheric ﬂows [e.g., Fischer
et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2016, and references therein].
Appendix A: Examples of Magnetic Field Data Employed in the Study
In this appendix we show some typical examples of the magnetic ﬁeld data from which PPO amplitude and
phase values have been obtained as outlined in section 2.1. Speciﬁcally, in Figures A1, A2, A3 we present
relevant sections of data from three spacecraft Revs with different orbit characteristics, namely, Revs 183,
196, and 221, and show the intervals selected for analysis and the results obtained therefrom, summarized in
Table A1.
Figure A1 shows periapsis pass data spanning t= 3353 3358 days from Rev 183. As seen in Figure 2, this
was a highly inclined orbit with a short ~12 day period and a periapsis at ~8 RS radial distance at ~33° latitude
and ~2.8 h LT in the postmidnight sector, such that both polar and core (dipole L≤ 12) PPO oscillations were
observed. These data also correspond to the initial study interval with small separation of the PPO periods,
southern longer than northern, prior to period coalescence (Figure 4). Figures A1a, A1c, and A1e show the
residual magnetic ﬁeld components in spherical polar coordinates referenced to Saturn’s northern spin
andmagnetic pole, r, θ, andϕ, respectively, after subtraction of the Burton et al. [2010] internal planetary ﬁeld
(whose azimuthal component we note is zero). These data were then band-pass ﬁltered between 5 and 20 h
using a standard Lanzcos ﬁlter to extract the PPO signal, as described in section 2.1, with results shown for the
three ﬁeld components correspondingly in Figures A1b, A1d, and A1f. Figure A1g also shows the radial
distance of the spacecraft (solid line), and the dipole L value (dotted line), where the horizontal dashed line
at L= 12, indicates the maximum extent of the core region. The pairs of vertical red, green, and blue dotted
lines then indicate the intervals selected for PPO analysis as quantiﬁed in Table A1, corresponding with
increasing time to the quiet ﬁeld of the southern tail lobe (Br negative), core data obtained in the vicinity of
the near-periapsis equatorial crossing, and the quiet ﬁeld of the northern tail lobe (Br negative), respectively.
The results will be brieﬂy discussed below.
Figures A1h–A1j show the relevant segment of the spacecraft trajectory projected onto the X-Y, X-Z, and Y-Z
planes, respectively, where the arrowhead indicates the direction of motion. Here the Z axis is aligned with
the planet’s spin and magnetic axis, the X-Z plane contains the Sun, and the Y axis completes the right-
handed triad pointing toward dusk. The red, green, and blue segments of the trajectory correspond to the
intervals selected for analysis indicated by the correspondingly colored vertical dotted lines in
Figures A1a–A1g. The dotted and dashed lines show the bow shock andmagnetopause locations for a typical
solar wind dynamic pressure of 0.03 nPa, according to the models of Masters et al. [2008] and Kanani et al.
[2010], respectively.
As also outlined in section 2.1, data from the selected intervals are least squares ﬁtted to the rotating function
given by equation (3), using a guide phase corresponding to a ﬁxed period of 10.70 h given by equations (4a)
and (4b), thus yielding values for the PPO amplitude B0i and phase ψi relative to the guide phase (modulo
360°) for each ﬁeld component i. Speciﬁcally, the data employed in the ﬁts for Rev 183 are the ﬁltered residual
data for all three ﬁeld components in the two tail lobes and unﬁltered Bφ data (only) in the core region. The
ﬁltered data are not employed in the core region in this case due to the shortness of the interval concerned,
less than a full oscillation, while the core r and θ component data are not included because their variations in
the core region are dominated by ring current effects rather than by the PPOs, as can be seen in Figure A1.
The best ﬁt models are shown by the red, green, and blue lines overplotted on the data in the intervals
between the correspondingly colored vertical dashed lines. Results for the amplitude B0iB0i and phase rela-
tive to the guide phase ψi are given in Table A1, together with the RMS deviation of the data from the best
ﬁt model, given as an indicator of the quality of the ﬁt. Examination of these data ﬁrst shows that the RMS
deviation is smaller than the amplitude in all cases, indicating an acceptable ﬁt, as can also be seen directly
by comparison of the data and the best ﬁt model in Figure A1. It can also be seen in Figure A1 and Table A1
that the relative phase values in the two polar regions closely follow expectations outlined in section 2.1.
Speciﬁcally, to a close approximation, in the south polar region the r and θ components oscillate in phase
such that relative phases ψθ ≈ψr in Table A1, while the φ component oscillates in leading quadrature with
both such that ψφ≈ψr 90°≈ψθ 90°. In the north polar region, however, the r and θ components oscillate
in antiphase such that ψθ ≈ψr± 180°, while the φ component oscillates in leading quadrature with r and
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Figure A1. Magnetic ﬁeld and spacecraft trajectory data for the periapsis pass of Rev 183 spanning t = 3353 3358 days.
(a) The residual r component ﬁeld data, from which the Burton et al. [2010] internal planetary ﬁeld has been subtracted,
while (b) the data after band-pass ﬁltering between 5 and 20 h to extract the PPO signal. (c–f) Corresponding residual and
ﬁltered data for the θ and φ ﬁeld components, though we note that the planetary ﬁeld model has no azimuthal component
so the φ component data are as measured. (g) The radial distance of the spacecraft (solid line) and the dipole L value
(dotted line), together with a horizontal dashed line at L = 12 indicating the maximum extent of the core ﬁeld region. The
vertical red, green, and blue dotted lines indicate the intervals selected for PPO analysis, corresponding to the southern tail
lobe, core region, and northern tail lobe, respectively. Least squares ﬁtting to equation (3) with a guide phase given by
equations (4a) and (4b) and a ﬁxed guide period of 10.70 h yields the similarly colored best ﬁt models that are overplotted
on the data employed to derive them. Amplitude, relative phase, and RMS deviation data for each ﬁt are given in Table A1.
(h–j) The segment of the spacecraft trajectory corresponding to this data interval projected onto the X-Y, X-Z, and Y-Z
planes, respectively, where the arrowhead indicates the direction of motion. The Z axis is aligned with the Saturn’s spin and
magnetic axis, the X-Z plane contains the Sun, and the Y axis completes the right-handed triad pointing toward dusk. The
colored segments of the trajectory correspond to the intervals selected for PPO analysis as indicated by the similarly
colored vertical dotted lines in Figures A1a–A1g. The dotted and dashed lines in these plots show the bow shock and
magnetopause locations for a typical solar wind dynamic pressure of 0.03 nPa [Masters et al., 2008; Kanani et al., 2010].
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lagging quadrature with θ such that ψφ≈ψr 90°≈ψθ + 90°. As discussed in section 2.3, when the northern
polar phase data are plotted in N-format in Figure 3a and the southern polar phase data in S-format in
Figure 3c, they thus form tightly grouped sets of values in both cases. The core region ϕ component ﬁt data
result from the vector superposition of the two PPO oscillations with closely equal amplitudes within the core
region, as discussed in section 2.5.1 and shown in Figure 5.
Figure A2 similarly shows periapsis pass data spanning t=3510 3529 days from Rev 196. As shown in
Figure 2, this is also a highly inclined orbit but now with a longer ~22 day period and a periapsis at ~18 RS
Figure A2. Magnetic ﬁeld and spacecraft trajectory data for the periapsis pass of Rev 196 spanning t = 3510 3529 days,
in the same format as Figure A1. In this case the data selected for PPO analysis correspond to the northern lobe inbound
between the pair of vertical blue lines and the southern lobe outbound between the pair of vertical red lines. The spacecraft
did not enter the core region (dipole L ≤ 12) on this Rev. Fit data are given in Table A1.
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radial distance at ~38° latitude and ~10.4 h LT in the prenoon sector. In this case PPO oscillations were
observed in the quiet ﬁelds of the tail lobes both inbound in northern lobe and outbound in the southern
lobe as shown by the selected intervals between the blue and red pairs of vertical dotted lines in
Figures A2a–A2g, respectively, but due to the larger periapsis distance the dipole L value of the spacecraft
reached a minimum value of only L≈ 20 as shown in Figure A2g, such that no core data were obtained.
We note that these data also correspond to the interval in which the two PPO periods had newly coalesced
with a common period of ~10.66 h (at t~ 3450 days), as seen in Figure 4. Perusal of the ﬁt data in Table A1
shows that on the inbound pass in the northern lobe the RMS deviations are again signiﬁcantly smaller than
the PPO amplitudes, indicating three acceptable ﬁts as also can be seen directly in Figure A2. On the out-
bound pass in the southern lobe, however, the r component amplitude is very small ~0.04 nT and smaller
Figure A3. Magnetic ﬁeld and spacecraft trajectory data for the periapsis pass of Rev 221 spanning t = 4267 4271 days,
in the same format as Figure A1. The data selected for PPO analysis are those of the near-equatorial core region with dipole
L ≤ 12 between the pair of vertical green lines (see Figure A3g). The ﬁt data are given in Table A1.
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than the RMS deviation of ~0.05 nT, thus indicating an unacceptably poor ﬁt, such that the corresponding
phase datum was discarded from further analysis. The opposite is the case for the southern lobe θ and φ
component ﬁts with amplitudes signiﬁcantly larger than the RMS deviations (Table A1), thus indicating
acceptable ﬁts. The acceptable ﬁts inbound and outbound are also seen to provide phase values approxi-
mately consistent with expectations for the northern and southern lobes as described above, such that they
again form tightly grouped phase data sets in Figures 3a and 3c.
Figure A3 shows periapsis pass data spanning t= 4267 4271 days from Rev 221 toward the end of the
study interval, when the spacecraft orbit had returned close to the equatorial plane with a period of ~22 days
and a periapsis at ~5 RS and ~15.5 h LT in the midafternoon sector (see Figure 2). In this case PPO oscillations
were observed over an extended ~2day interval within the equatorial core region, contained between the
pair of green vertical dotted lines in Figures A3a–A3g, respectively. These data also correspond to the interval
dominated by the northern PPO oscillations after the reversal in periods (which took place at t~ 3850 days),
shortly after the southern PPO modulations could no longer be discerned in the core region magnetic ﬁeld
phase data. Perusal of the ﬁt data in Table A1 shows that the RMS deviations are again signiﬁcantly smaller
than the PPO amplitudes for all three ﬁeld components, thus indicating acceptable ﬁts as can be seen directly
in Figure A3. The relative phases are consistent with an essentially pure northern PPO oscillation, with the θ
component in antiphase with r, while the φ component is in lagging quadrature with r and thus in leading
quadrature with θ. These data thus form a tightly grouped set when plotted in N-format in Figure 3a, while
the θ component phase is separated by ~180° from the r and φ component phases when plotted in S-format
in Figure 3c, corresponding to almost perfectly ungrouped data.
Appendix B: Aliased Modulation Periods in Magnetic Fit Variance Plots
In the gray scaled plots in Figures 3b and 3d showing the ﬁt variance V versus magnetic oscillation period and
time, it is evident that there sometimes exists multiple relatively long-lived local variance minima, additional
to the temporally near-continuous minima taken to correspond to the true modulation periods. Here we
show that the most prominent of these features are due to aliasing related to the inescapable modulo
360° ambiguity in the absolute phase differences between successive sets of oscillation phase measurements
obtained on a Rev-by-Rev basis.
Suppose we measure magnetic oscillation phase Φ at time t, and phase Φ+ΔΦ at time t+ T, where ΔΦ is the
true phase difference, and T is the time between phase measurements, essentially the orbital period of the
spacecraft. The true oscillation period (equation (2)) is then
τ ¼ 360
dΦ=dtð Þ ¼
360 T
ΔΦ
; (B1)
where as usual the phases are expressed in degrees. As far as the individual phase data are concerned,
however, the change in phase between the two measurements could equally be ΔΦ± 360N deg for any
integer N=1, 2, 3…, with corresponding aliased periods
τ′ ¼ 360 T
ΔΦ±360N
¼ τ
1± NτT
  : (B2)
Table A1. Fit Analysis Results for the Selected Intervals of Revs 183, 196, and 221 Shown in Figures A1, A2, and A3
Rev and Region 183 Southern Polar 183 Core 183 Northern Polar 196 Northern Polar 196 Southern Polar 221 Core
Start time/days
End time/days
3353.2
3354.8
3355.6
3355.9
3356.2
3357.1
3510.7
3512.5
3526.0
3528.0
4268.0
4269.8
Br ﬁt RMS/nT 0.07 - 0.44 0.05 0.05 0.71
Br amplitude/nT 0.29 - 0.62 0.20 0.04 1.85
Br phase/degree 92 - 343 291 46 192
Bθ ﬁt RMS/nT 0.13 - 0.36 0.07 0.03 0.76
Bθ amplitude/nT 0.52 - 1.45 0.20 0.11 1.12
Bθ phase/degree 106 - 157 137 96 357
Bφ ﬁt RMS/nT 0.12 0.58 0.36 0.03 0.04 0.82
Bφ amplitude/nT 0.46 2.84 1.33 0.09 0.09 2.74
Bφ phase/degree 10 126 240 238 347 292
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Here only N= 1 is relevant, leading to the pair of aliased periods closest to the true period on either side being
given by
τ′± ¼
τ
1± τT
 ≈τ∓ τ2
T
	 

; (B3)
where the approximate form is validwhen the orbital period T ismuch longer than the oscillation period τ. This
effect can thus produce long-lived continuous minima in variance on either side of the minimum associated
with the true period during intervals when the orbital period T changes slowlywith time. These aliased periods
lie far from the true periodwhen the orbital period T is short and approach the true period as T becomes large.
In Figures B1a andB1bwe reproduce thedata in Figures 3b and3d showing theﬁt variances versusmodulation
periodand time for theN- andS-formatphasedata, respectively, togetherwith the trueperiods associatedwith
theminimum that is near-continuous across each plot (blue and red lines and squares as in Figure 3). The blue
andwhite dashed lines in Figure B1a and the red andwhite dashed lines in Figure B1b then show the twoN=1
aliasedperiods ineachcasegivenbyequation (B3),using theunapproximated form, insofaras they lie inside the
plottedrangeofoscillationperiodsbetween10.5and10.9 h. Initially, theorbitperiod is relatively short,~11 days
(Figure2e), such that thealiasedperiods areoffset fromthe trueperiodby ~±0.4 h (equation (B3)) and thuswell
off-scale in theseﬁgures. After t≈ 3600 days, however, theorbital period lengthens to~35 days, resulting in the
two aliased periods appearing on either side of the true period in both Figures B1a and B1b with offsets ~
±0.15 h. These subsidiary minima can be followed in the data for much of the following interval while they
remain on-scale, notably receding from the true period in Figure B1a around ~4150 days as the orbital period
reduces to ~15–20 days, corresponding to offsets of ~ ±0.25 h. Overall, the aliased periods given by equation
(B3) are seen to give a good account of the longer-lived subsidiary variance minima in Figures 3b and 3d.
Figure B1. Comparison of aliased period estimates with subsidiary minima in the 5 Rev (or occasionally 3 Rev) ﬁt variances
shown in Figures 3b and 3d. (a) The ﬁt variance to the N-format phase data, gray scaled as shown on the right, plotted
versus oscillation period and time, with the near-continuous principal minimum taken to correspond to the northern PPO
period shown by the blue line and squares, as in Figure 3b. The two N = 1 aliased periods given by equation (B3) on either
side of the true period are shown by the blue and white dashed lines (using the unapproximated equation). (b) The ﬁt
variance to the S-format phase data, with the near-continuous principal minimum taken to correspond to the southern PPO
period shown by the red line and squares, as in Figure 3d. The two N = 1 aliased periods given by equation (B3) on either
side of the true period are shown by the red and white dashed lines.
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